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ABSTRAct 

Geothermal energy, the cheapest amorlY ttl~ differeDt soutced 

of power, is thought to provide a solution for the rising demand 

of electricity in Ethiopia, because the Ethiopian Rift Valley and 

Afar area have been identified to have one of the greatest geo-

thermal potential in the world. The Nvl Lake Abaya geothermal 

province, situated in the southern part of the Ethiopian Rift Valley 

near to its western man'in, is one of the target areas singlE'd out 

for detailed exploration purposes. The area:i.s characterized by 

high heat flo", indicated by the presence of a number of hot-"l'rings. 

fumaroles and a geysE'r. 
'-.-

The volcano-tectonic evolution \'lhich started in E'arly 1110cene, 

has been in progress throughout Plio-PleistocenE' and Quaternary 

activity has been evidenced 'in the most active part of the Rift. 

1'he volcanic products, represented by basal ts and rhyolitic products, 

vary from alkaline to mildly alkaline and the recent fissural b'lsaltic 

volcanism ShO\'IS a transitional nature. The final silicic products', are 

represented by peralkaline rhyolites, probably commendites. 

The hydrogeological evidence suggests that quite abundant amount 

of \~ater is recharged from the surrounding highland areas in the north 

and N\'I into the reservoir system and that the hot springs are all of 

meteoric origin. Important circulation of \~ater at depth is evidenced 

from isotopic data. 

The chemical characteristics of the the,rmal manifestations suggest 

the presence of two groups of thermal \Vaters \'lith different geochemical 

histories. A high temperature reservoir is represented by the first 

group while different degrees of mixing and dilution of the original 
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rise to the second group of thermal springs. 

Preliminary geoelectrical survey indicates the presence of two 

ION-resistivity zones separated by a layer of higher resistivity. 

The deeper low-resistivity structure has been tentatively interpreted 

to represent the geothermal reservoir of this area. 

All the available data sho>! that the studied area has all th,-, 

necessary characteristics for the existence of an exploitable geo-

thermal field of high enthalpy. A hydrothermal system 1'I1th an 

estimated temperature of 200
0

C is considered to exist at depth 

beh/een 700 and 1300 m wi thin an area of about 45 km2 extending 

for about 8 km north of the N\~ Lake Abaya shore. This system, 

present in Tertiary ignimbrite-basalt series, is dominantly a hot 

Nater system. An effective cover formation is thought to be provid-

ed by an impermeable layer of some 200 m thick. It is considered 

that both the magmatic heat source and the groundl'Jater circulation 

supplying the reservoir are of regional importance. 
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1. Introduction 

Geotherm?lJ ener9Y as a major potential alternative energy 

source has recently become a very important target for the 

economic development of many countries primarily because of the 

worldvlide oil crisis and because geothermal energy has been 

proved to be much more widespread than it \vas believed earlier. 

The successful development of geothermal fields allover the 

world has been an impetus to geothermal exploration elsewhere 

and especially in those countries like Ethiopia where the 

prospect is l"rge that it is considered to have one of the 

greatest potentials in the Vlorld (Lavigne and Narinelli, 1971; 

Varet, 1978; Di Paola and Getahun Demissie, 1980, in press). 

The utilization of geothermal energy is practically fr@e 

from danger of human life and environmental pollution. It does 

not require nei ther massive cons truction, as in the case of 

hydroelectric power nor advanced technology, as in the case of 

nuclear energy. Doo J'ung Jin' (1977) mentions cost analysis 

reported by Kaufman (1970) \"Ihose report (using the standard 

evaluation procedure suggested by the U.S. Federal ['Olver 

Commission) revealed that of various energy resources geo

thermal energy will be least in the total cost for the generat

ion of electricity under favourable conditions, still in

expensive and competitive with others under less favourable 

conditions. 

At present time interest is concentrated on geothermal 

fields that can produce steam and/or hot water for the, 

generation of electric power. The preferred requirements are 
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temperatures above 200°C existing "ithin permeable zones of 

rock \oIi thin t\olO kilometres of the surface and local heat flo\·, 

large enough to keep the aquifer at its boiling temperature 

inspite of production. 

A geothermal energy is also used for space heating, agro

industrial activities (green houses, refrigeration, desalination, 

etc.), hydrotherapy, extraction of chemicals (both associated 

or not with the geothermal fluids) and for fresh ",ater supply. 

It has been observed that areas characterized by an anomal

ous thermal gradient and various forms of hydrothermal activity 

are expected to show anomalously high temperature at depth which 

might represent exploitable concentration of geothermal energy. 

Such concentrations if found at depths between Y, and 3 km can 

be of economic importance. Deeper sources would be costly to 

exploi t and shallO\·/er ones have insufficient pressure to permit 

the high enthalpy desired. 

In Ethiopia various areas within the Rift Valley and the 

Afar area have been identified to possess great potential sources 

for geothermal energy. One of these areas is the north \'lest 

Lake Abaya region "here the presence of surface indications 

emphasizes the existence of a major geothermal field. In 

addition, the area is found within that part of the main 

Ethiopian Rift \·,here active tensional movements as well as su~

historical volcanic manifestations occur, therefore producing 

high heat flo", anomalies, The aim of the present study is to 

give a preliminary evaluation of the geothermal possibilities 

of the NW Lake Abaya area. 
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1.1. l'hysiographic Outlines 

The main Ethi0pian Hift Valley is a lOVi-lying region 

behleen the \'Ies tern 1'la teau and the Southeast Plateau. 

Large topographic scarps upto 1500 m (as in the Gurage 

scarp, Di Paola, 1979) and even exceeding 3000 m (as in 

Northern Shoa, Zanettin et al., 1974) mark the margins of 

these upland-regions. The rift margins are not everyi'lhere 

marked by quite evident normal faults. In the S')uthern 

part of the structure they seem to be poorly faulted. 

i~hether this physiographic feature is the result of the 

predominance of flexuring over faulting or it is the result 

of fault obscurance by "'idespread recent volcanic products 

(ignimbri tes, ash flows, etc.) it is not ye t fully under-

stood due to the lack of sufficient structural data. 

The, area described here is located in southern Ethiopia 

immediately NNI'I of Lake Abaya. It lies within the Ethiopian 

Rift Valley near to its western margin and covers an area 

2 
of about 200 km , therefore representing roughly the 20% 

of an area, as discussed later \·,here intensive faulting 

and volcanic activity took place in very recent times. The 

geothermal explora tion \'las concen tra ted in such NN\. partinn 

of Lake hbaya an,a because it appears to be the mos t promis-

i)1g one. 

This area is accessible by a track ",hich separates 

from the main Soddo-hbba Hinch highway. The track passes 

through j'bela village - in the \'Iestern part of b~e area -

towards the Abaya State Farm, dividing the area into nearly 
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equal parts., The track continues norttH'mrds tOvlarcis Bilate 

State Farm and Bilate Tobacco Nonopoly Farro., Four'~\'lheel 

dri ve is only limited in the direction tOl'/ards the foot-

hills of Hobieha and Hoko mountains northeast of Abela 

village (see map). 

The topography gently slopes from \'Iolai ta Soddo 

(2050 m a,s.l.) south and southeast towards the axis of 

the rift. The rift margin to the west is not bounded by 

major faults. At Humbo some 20 km NI1 of Abela village 

there are faults which have exposed older basalts. 

Young and distinct tectonic structures start appear-

ing near Abela village. From here eastwards upto the 

lake, one comes across a seril.;S,': of young faul ts . \'/hich 

have produced small horst-graben. structures. 

The maj or rivers flmling in the vicini ty of the 

studied area are Bilate to the east and Hamassa to the 

west. No stream except the tributary of Harr,assa is 

present in the area of study. 

The tectonic lake of Abaya makes the southern 

boundary of the inves tiqa ted area. 'I'his lake has an 

2 
area of about 1126 km and a maximum depth of 31.1 m. 

A number of big rivers (Bilate, Gidabo, Hamassa) feed 

this lake from all directions. These rivers carry 

from the adjoining highlands a lot of sediments into 

the lake as evidenced by the suspended clay and silt 

in the lake I'Ia ter ",hieh has given it the peculiar 

reddish·-brOlm colour. 
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1020 Previous ~'lork 

The Ethiopian Institute of Geological Surveys (EIGS) 

of the Ninis try of Nine s, Energy and l'Ia ter Resources 

has conducted general geological investigations in the 

Lakes District prior to 1970 0 The main contribution 

comes from a regional mapping conducted by Oi Paola '(1970) 

as part of a ne\'1 geothermal researcho 

It \'las not until 1970 that a formal programme of 

geothermal investigation \'Ias done by United Nations 

Devel~pment Programme (UNDP), under the request of the 

Ethiopian Government, thus all0\1ing a significant expans

ion of geothermal researcho Follo",ing the recommendation 

of UN \'lark, the EIGS selected many target areas one of 

which was the NIV TJake Abaya area, for detailed study by 

all feasible geological, geochemical, geophysical and 

hydrogeological methodso 

A great deal of study has progressed since then 

vlhich has made the Rift Valley in general and the area 

around Lake Abaya in particular more interesting from 

the geothermal aspecto 

A semi-detailed geological investigation has been 

carried out by Berhane et aL (1978) \1hile geochemical 

\'lork \'las conducted by Negussie (1980, unpublished) from 

the EIGS o Some data on hydrogeology,of the Bilate River 

Basin has been collected by Jovanovic and Teklegiorgis 

(1974) and Geroom (1980, unpublished) of EIGS o 
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The various aspects of study in the region led to 

in teres U nq and posi ti ve results and qC10physical study 

\'laS being conducted during the \'Iri ting of this paper. 

Researchers interested in the geothermal aspect of the 

Rift have also involved themselves in studying this area. 

Among these are Glover (1976), and Craig (1977) \'/ho 

studied the geothermal problem from the geochemical aspect. 

1.3. Purpose of the Present Study 

The purpose of the present work is that of collecting 

and synthesize all the existing published and unpublished 

data, to give additional geologic informations as \vell 

as petrographic description of rock samples and to present 

a tentative geothermal model, in order t,o get a general

ized picture of the geothermal possibilities of the NI'I 

Lake Abaya area even though, of course, much more detailed 

\'Iork should be done. 

1.4. Hethods of Investigation 

To fulfill the objective of the present study the 

follo\ving procedure has been adopted: 

1) Geology and volcanology which consisted in: 

a) collection of all available data; 

b) detailed photogeological interpretation at 

1/25,000 scale and field \'Iork on the Salodere

Hoko silicic domes (see map); 

c) stratigraphy of the main fault bordering the 

Salodere graben to the west; 
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d) additional stratigraphic study <llong Uw 

Chokare fault; 

0) evaluation of the degree of permeability of 

the main rock uni ts ; 

f) petrographic description of the most common 

rock types of the area; 

g) relations between hydrothermal rnainifest

ations (both active and fossil) and struct

ural lineaments. 

2) Geochemistry consisting in the collection of all 

data concerning Hater and gas analysis performed 

either at the EIGS Chemical laboratory or abroad 

(Glover, 1976; Craig, 1977)0 

3) Hydrogeology consisting in the collection of all 

data availableo 

4) Geophysics consisting in the collection of the 

electrical resistivity Hork performed by EIGS 

(Jihad, 1980). 

/ 

5) Finally, specific literature dealing \'lith 

theoretical \'lorks related to geothermal problems 

as "ell as studies conducted on productive geo

thermal fields in many countries has been utiliz

ed in the present \'Iork. 

I 
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2. General Geological Setting 

In Ethiopia three important tensional tectonic structures 

namely, the Red Sea, the Gulf of Ilden and the East African 

Rift meet in central-southern Afar Depression. In this region 

a model of evolution from continental break-up to typical 

oceanic-floor spreading ridges has been proposed (Barberi et al., /' 
'-

1974), as a result of plate motions between Arabia, Nubia and 

Somalia. This has produced new oceanic crus t along NN~I_SSE 

and \'iN\~-ESE directions therefore joining the southern part of 

the Red Sea to the western termination of the Gulf of Aden 

spreading ridges through the Afar depression. Th(~ Afar 

depression therefore constitutes part of the Red Sea - Gulf of 

Aden oceanic megastructure which represents the Arabia-Nubia 

and Arabia-Somalia diverging plates boundary. 

The plate boundary beboJeen the Nubian and Somalian plates 

folloylS the main Ethiopian "ift (Mckenzie et al., 1970; Barberi; 

and Varet, 1977; Le Pichon and Franchteau, 1978). Comparatively 

small extension has occurred here as compared to the spreading 

in the Red Sea, Gulf of Aden and the Afar. The lack of oceanic 

spreading in,the rifts of East Africa is. thought to be the 

r:E>,s-",l,t of the compression of the African plate between the 

s!,>:,eading Mid-Atlantic and Mid-Indian ocean ridges (McConnel, 

1972) • 

According to Barberi and Varet (1977) the East I'frican 

Rift is the site of continental lithosphere attenuation marked 

by normal faulting, open fissures and associated VOlcanism. 
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This rift system moreover, differs from the oceanic rifts of 

Gulf of Aden and Afar-Red Sea by the frequent development of 

huge central volcanoes almost exclusively made of pantelleritic 

and comenditic products and the abundance of .talic alkaline and 

peralkaline products occurring as fissural eruptions. 

The Ethiopian Rift is essentially a very large graben 

formed by tensional movements as a result of drifting of the 

Nubian and Somalian plates with a concomitant domal uplift. 

It extends for some 800 km '-lith a width varying between 35 and 

85 km. A great number of step-faults produces a total difference 

of altitude of more than 1500 m (Di Pa.ola, 1972) beb'leen the 

top of the plateau and the floor of the rift. All these are 

normal faul ts ",hich run for hundreds of km in a NNE-SSI'l or 
~ -"~.,, .. , 

NE-SE directions. These faults "'hose visible downthrows can 

easily exceed 300 m are disposed en echelon along the axis of 

the rift. Actually, the presently active axis of the Ethiopian 

Rift Valley, also kno\01l1 as the I'lonj i Faul t Bel t (Bohr, 1962) 

is not a continuous fractured belt over its entire length of 

about 800 km from SSIV (near the Kenya border) to NNE (Lake Abhe) , 

but it results in a series of right ~SLe~Q displaced areas 

(one of which is the NIV Lake Abaya area described in this paper) 

where very recent and closely spaced normal faults and gaping 

fissures occur together \oli th important volumes of fissural 

basalts and related differentiation products of very recent 

age and even historical (Di Paola, 1976; Bisouard and Di Paola, 

1977; Bigassi et al.; 1979). It has to be noted here that b-IO 
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other important areas (Butajira-Silti and Bishoftu) of Quatern

ary (upto sub-historical) fissural basaltic vol.canism are found 

some 50 km to the west of the Vlonji F'ault Belt near to the 

western margin of the rift. Geological and magma to logical 

evidences (Di Paola and Seife; 1979) suggest that the struct

ural environment responsible for the genesis of these basaltic 

rocks must be quite different from that of the Vlonji Fault 

Belt. 

Rifting in Ethiopia is thought to have began in early 

Niocene (" 25 m.y.) on an uplifted arch. Crustal attenuation 

and volcanic activity lVere the main phenomena during most of 

l1iocene (25-10 m.y.). Eventhough stages of rifting "Iere 

synchronous in Afar and in the Ethiopian Rift, oceanic crust 

has not formed in the latter, as mentioned above. 

However, acceleration of crustal attenuation process in 

the last felV million years at the axis of the Ethiopian Rift 

has been inferred from magmatological data (Bisouard and Di 

Paola, 1977). Nohr et al. (1978) have measured in the Nazret 

area using geodimeter survey, motions which are perpendicular 

to the rift faults at rates up to 6 mm/year. 

Kazmin and Seife (1978) have forwarded the idea that the 

Ethiopian Rift formed only some 15-14 m.y. ago and that the 

.initial sagging in the Rift occurred only as gentle warping. 

This is, hO"lever., in contras t wi th a great quanti ty of geo

logical and radiometric data and moreover available structural 

data do not support the warping hypothesis. 
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2.1. Geology of the NW Lake Abaya Area 

2.1.1. Tectonics 

From the study of the southern part of the Ethiopian 

Rift, Zanettin et al. (1979) give the folloHing evolutive 

process. 1'he formation of the proto-rift took place 

towards the end of Oligocene. This wide and shalloH 

proto-rift \'las bounded to the \-lest by the Chenca plateau, 

The appearance of the "Ganjuli rift" (Lake Abaya) inside 

the proto-rift is presumed to be in Lower Miocene times 

(21 m.y.). No suggestion is advanced about ",hat happened 

between 21 and 11 m.y. ag". The next episode resulted 

in a lift-up \-Ihich narrol-led the rift, whose floor \Vas 

later covered by plio-pleistocene silicic products followed 

by Quaternary alkali basalt eruptiens. Finally the axis 

of the Ganjuli graben \-/8S fractured by the activity of 

the Wonji Fault Belt and alkali basalts, rhyolitic 
• 

pumice and obsidians -\"ere erupted. 

In the south\vest end of the I.\iestern Escarpment, 

immediately NW of the studied area, the structural limit / 
behleen plateau and rift is not characterized by major 

faulting but only defined by physiographic feature as 

already mentioned.' As soon as the area of study is 

approached numerous NNE trending faults become a 

characteristic feature. These are normal faults mostly 

dipping at 80 to 85
0 

occasionally vertical and \-lith small 

displacements. Fault spacing is dense with 200-300 m 

average separation. Faults have such features that the 
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displacement along R single fault decreases and another 

The S\'larm of faults have in general dO\·mthroHs to 

the east but do\'inthroHs to the \'Iest are also common. 

'rhese have produced small horsts and grabens (rift-in-

rift structures) Hhich are especially remarkable east 

of Abela village. 

Some major faults have formed larger grabens. The 

"Chokare graben" which is about 3 km Hide and 10 km long 

is bounded to the west by the "Chokare faul t" \"hich has 

a visible displacement of nearly 100 m. To the east the 

bounding fault is not as impressl.ve but \'Iell above 30 m. 

AnYHay it has to be noted that the presence of important 

fluvio-lacustrine deposits as \1ell as younger volcanic 

products must considerably decrease the actual vertical 

displacement of many faults in this area. Other major 

faul ts vii th displacements betHeen 30-40 m, have defined 

the so-called "Salodere-Hoko graben" where the most 

recent volcanic activity is evidenced. This graben is 

about 3.5 km wide and some 13 km long. 

d 
Tilting of blocks by about 3-4 to"lards the west is 

apparent from outcrops west of Chokare fault. No visible 

tilting has been observed in the Salodere-Hoko area. 

All the faults ",ithin the studied area look extremely 

\ 
young as shol'm by some faults vlhich have affected recent 

rhyolitic flows as Hell as recent basaltic scoria cones 

and floHS. HO\'iever this faulting acti vi ty preda tes the 
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mos t recen t rhyoli tic acti vi ty which has given rise to the 

Hoko and Salodere lava domes; these are not affected by 

any faulting phenomena but their activity must have been 

determined by the same mechanism of tensional movement: 

opening of fractures through which magma has escaped to 

the surface. 

2'~1.2. Stratigraphy and Volcanology 

The surveyed area is exclusively made up of volcanic 

produc ts associ a ted I-Ii th recent fluvio-lacus trine sediments. 

Rhyvli tes are the oldest outcropping rocks wi thin the 

studied area and they are visible in the N\'j portion only. 

However, outside the studied area, to the east, older 

basalts have been observed to underlie ignimbrites 

(Berhane et al., 1978) (Ignimbrites make the lOI~est 

stra tigraphic posi tion at Chokare faul t ). \'Ihether the 

ignimbrites quoted are chronologically equivalent to 

those found in the studied area or not it is not yet 

clear because of the lack of sufficient data. 

Zane ttin e t al. (1978) report tha tat the Chencha 

Escarpment which makes the western highlands, fine grained 

flood basalts (age 31.7 m.y.) are overlain by thick 

flo",S of massive white rhyolites (age: 11.9-13.3 m.y.) 

Their s tra tigraphy (Fig. 1) shows that after a volcanic 

hia tus Balchi ignimbri tes (Pliocene) were erupted. 

In the Humbo area, some 20 km NW of Abela village, 

it has been observed that old basaltic rocks underlie 

an ignimbritic formation which outcrops extensively 
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upto Soddo and beyondo 

In th" NI'I Lake Abaya area, the stra tigraphic success~-

ion has been constructed as follows: 

obsidians 

recent basaltic spatter cones Pleistocene 

rhyolitic lava domes to 

basaltic lava flows Holocene 

pumiceous pyroclastics 

ignimbri tic forma tion 

Hobicha rhyolites 

old basal ts (and rhyolites) Oligo-Hiocene 

.. a_c.c.~r.d.~n~ ... to_ . 

Zanettin et al o 

2.1>0201. Old Basalts and Rhyolites 

These rocks do hot outcrop in the studied area. 

As mentioned above, at the western margin (Chencha 

and Humbo areas), old basaltic and rhyolitic rocks 

are knOl-Jn to outcrop. In the vicini ty of the Hamassa 

bridge on the Sodd .. -Arba Minch road, north of \'1ajufo 

Farm, a NNE trending fault has exposed the base of 

an ignimbritic formation. This formation is under-

lain by an older rhyolitic flow of unknown thick-

ness. The ignimbrites are again overlain by pumiceous 
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sediments which in turn are covered by recent 

basaltic flows. The stratigraphy here resembles 

t.ha I: of Chokare except thil t no one-to .. one correIa 1:

ion of the ignimbrite units is possible. Here the 

ignimbrites are of much lesser thickness. 

2.1.2.2. Hobicha Rhyolitic Lavas 

The Hobicha centre, in the N\'/ corner of the 

studied area, has given rise to compact porphyritic 

rhyolitic lavas. The thick viscous flows have 

produced a prominent topography which overlooks 

most of Abela area. It is considered that the 

Hobicha rhyolite centre, which has an arcuate 

pattern, is the remanent wall of a volcano-tectonic 

collapse (Berhane et al., 1978). The Hobicha flo~1S 

are the oldest rocks outcropping within the studied 

area, in fact a sample from the caldera wall has 

given a radiometric age of 1.57 m.y. (Berhane et al., 

1978) at present the caldera ~lilll appears moderately 

affected by tectonic activity. 

2 .1.2.3. The ChoRare Ignimhri tic Formation 

Different authors have shown that ignimbritic 

outcrops form the oldest known rocks on the floor 

of the rift. Di Paola (1972a,1972b)states that 

ignimbrites are the most ancient outcropping form

ations at least south of the Addis Ababa latitude. 

In the Nazret Map Bheet, a thick succession of 
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ignimbri tes, unwelded tuffs, ·ash flows, rhyoli tes 

and trilchytes (called the Nilzret Group) form the 

largc,r part of the Rift floor (Kazmin and Seife, 

1978). This formation is found allover the Rift 

extending from the eastern to the I'lestern escarpment. 

In the studied area, ignimbrites outcrop only 

in the NW shore of Lake Abaya. This formation is 

made up of three units. The lowest ignimbrite unit 

at Chokare fault is a massive crystal-rich, greenish

grey variety. No fiamme are macroscopically visible. 

Outcrops are limited to a small area. 

Overlying this is a purplish variety. This is 

also massive and crystal-rich containing xenocrysts 

of reddish and grey rhyolitic and basaltic fragments. 

Again no fiamme are visible macroscopically. An 

average thickness of about 30 m has been estimated 

for this uni to 

Next in the succession comes a greyish-black 

uni t which shN/s typical fiamme which appear vesicul

ated in the upper part of the unit while they appear 

compact near the base. Also in this uni t xenoli ths 

are.quite abundant. This unit grades upwards into 

a dark brol'ln tuff. The uppermost part is constituted 

totally of poorly consolidated ash and pumice. There 

is no clear separation be hleen this uni t and the over

lying unit of pumiceous deposits. A visible thick

ness of 35 m has been measured for this uppermost 

ignimbri te uni t. 
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Fractures arc" pres en t in this ignimbri te form-· 

ation but no clear jointing has been observedo A 

slight tilting of about 3_4
0 

to the l'lest is indic'atcdo 

The different units do not have uniform thicknesseso 

No outcrops of ignimbrite arc found along the Chokare 

fault about 2 km NE of the hot springs. This is 

probably the result of wedging out of the formation 

north'o'Iards. It cannot be attributed to the amount 

of thro\'l of the Chokare fault since here too, the 

throw is of the same order of magnitude. 

An ignimbritic fo~ation of the same nature out

crops in the Hamassa River Valley, just dOloJnstream 

from the main bridge on the Soddo-Arba Hinch road 

(outside the mapped area). The lowest unit here is 

a brownish massive one "Ihich becomes greenish at the 

lowestmost outcropping part. What underlies it is 

not knowno Overlying it comes a greenish-grey 

variety shNling some sort of regular pseudo-layer

ing. It contains some xenocrysts. The uppermost 

unit is separated by a thin layer (about S 01) of 

yellowish material made up of well-consolidated ash 

and pumice. Next comes a greenish-brol·m uni t l'lhich 

is overlain by yellowish pumiceous deposit. The 

topomost cOVer is made up of recent basaltic flo\'ls. 

There is no indication as to the extent of the 

ignimbritic formation especially north of Chokare 

area o Here recent basalts have a continuous cover 
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and faults are not large enough to expose what is 

beloh1o Comparison of ignimbritic secttons at Chokar(~, 

HumaSS':-l River Volley and area north of \'lajufo Farm 

indica tes a possible thinning \'leS twards since the 

latter two sections sho\<l smaller thicknesses 

(see Fig 0 2). 

No clear centres of eruption are identified f<-r 

these ignimbrites but they could be related to a 

rather big silicic central volcano (Duguna) found 

just at the northern limit (about 35 km) of the NI'I 

Lake Abaya area. A fission track age of 004 m.y. 

has been obtained from one of the most recent obsid-

ian fINIS of Duguna (Bigassi et al., 1979). This 

fits very I'lell. \<lith a K-Ar age of 0.87 m.y. found 

for the 101'Ier ignimbri te uni t along the Chokare 

fault. It seems therefore that the ignimbrites of 

the studied area cannot fit in the general strati-

graphy suggested by Zanettin et al. (1978) but 

they most probably belong to the Quaternary Dino 

ignimbri tes of !(azmin and Seife (1978). It cannot 

be excluded, therefore, that below the ignimbrites 

exposed along the Chokare fault there could be 

important thicknesses of similar rocks but of 

older ages (probably the Pliocene Balchi ignim~ 

bri tes of Zanettin et al." 1978) • In this case 

the "old basal ts and rhyoli tes" "of Niocene age 

should be found at a greater depth than that 

expected \"hen adopting the stratigraphy of Zanettin 

etal. (1978)., 
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Fig.2-Correloti0I1 of Stratigraphic Sections at Different localities in the 

vicinity of NW Lake Abaya Area (not to scale) 
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Except for the ignimbrites outcr~pping just on 

the NVI shore of Lake hbaya as already described, l~O 

other outcrops of these rocks are found east of the 

Hamassa River near Abela village. They on the 

contrary extensively outcrop outside the studied 

area to the NI1 and in the Humbo-Soddo area. The 

stratigraphic correlation bet"een the ignimbrites 

found ,·Ii thin and outside the studied area is not clear. 

2.1.2.4. Pumice and Ash Deposi ts 

An important formation in this area is composed 

of several layers of "hat might be called pumiceous 

deposits, previously called "volcano-sediments" by 

Berhane et al. (19'8). The unit is dominantly 

composed of pumice and volcanic ash Hith minute 

amounts of rock fragments. At Chokare, the unit 

attains a thickness of more than 35 m. Berhane 

et al. (1978) report that at places in the Abaya and 

Awasa areas (outside the studied area) similar form

ations contain interbeds of siltstones, claystones 

and sandstones., 

Detail observation at Chokare outcrop at the 

road cut, shows that the uni t is composed of several 

distinct layers" The 10l,est layer is about 12 m 

thick and is almost totally composed of coarse 

unwelded pumice ",hich sometimes measures to 3 cm 

in size. Overlying this is a layer of agglomerate 
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of pumice and ash with rhyolite and basalt fragments. 

A thickness of about 8 rn is observed here. 

Next comes a 4-m thick layer of massive reddish 

ash containing minor amounts of pumice fragments. 

Overlying it is a thin layer (11,; m) of poorly 

aggregated ash with some pisolitic fragments. The 

topmost layer consists of poorly sorted unwelded 

pumice fragments only. A thickness of more than 2 m 

is apparent. This observed layering does not continue 

laterally in a uniform manner. In fact, at places ash 

layers dominate over pumice outcrops. 

It has been observed that these pumice and ash 

layers sho", poor sorting,. graded bedding and round

ing. The lack of abundant clastic material implies 

that these deposits were not laid davin under deep 

water. They "Jere probably accumulated in a very 

shallow I·,ater and minor re"lOrking process probably 

played a role afterwards. It is possible that 

similar deposits outside the area studied might have 

been rel'lOrked and later deposited under deeper water. 

2.1.2.5. Recent Basal tic }~lQ\o's 

These basalts directly overlie the pumice and ash 

deposits and cover a very large surface area. They 

are the result of fissural flO\1S of 10'" viscosi ty 

magma. The whole formation has been intensely 

affected by hmsional tectonics. 
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At least hlo varieties of basal ts have been 

identified o An aphyric, massive and hard one 

characterized the first eruptions at least in some 

parts of the studied area o The base of this form

ation is only exposed in the vicinity of Chokare 

where the thickness is about 20 m while in the 

vicinity of Hoko dome the visible thickness of 

basalts exceeds 30 mo 

The second variety is vesicular in charactero 

Feldspar phenocrysts are abundant and randomly 

distributed. They sometimes measure upto 2 cm in 

size. Large vesicles with irregular shapes on the 

surface of the flow are common features. This flow 

.is separated from the underlying one by a 2-3 m 

layer of scoriaceous material at the western and 

eastern faults bounding the Salodere-Hoko graben. 

It has a thickness of about 10 m here. 

The thickness of the basal tic formation .J:~. 

decreases away from the Salodere-Hoko area both in 

the east and west directions. 

The last activity of these basalts consists 

of scoriaceous products which includes bombs and 

lapilli. Scoria cones have been observed to under

lie the next volcanic episode which is the eruption 

of rhyolitic lavas. 

However, basaltic lavas and associated spatters 

which seem to be relatively younger than those 
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described above are found in some places. Eventhough 

the li'ltter ones are not distinguished to be separate, 

they differ in their degree of freshness and pre

servation. It is not, therefore, excluded that 

they may belong to a later episode of basaltic 

eruptions separated from the earlier ones. These 

flmls and spatter cones mark the last episode of 

basaltic activity in the area. 

3.2.6. Recent Rhyolitic Lava Domes 

These rhyolitic outcrops are confined to three 

individual centres in the investigated area about 

7 km NE of Abela village. They are found adjacent 

to the Hobicha caldera mentioned earlier and direct

ly overlie the basaltic flOl'IS and spatter cones. 

These rhyolitic domes sho", a rather evident 

alignment and are of fissural origin. Viscous lavas 

",ere erupted probably at different times-of short 

intervals as indicated by the slight differenees of 

the rocks thus formed. 

The dome nearest to Hobica rhyolites is a 

greyish-pinkish variety \·Ii th a lot of quartz and 

alkali feldspars, highly devitrified. The upper 

part of the dome shows evident banding and is less 

porphyritic. 'i'he most top part is found as an 

obsidian facies. This lava dome is affected by 

faults of NNE direction. 



'I'he rhyoli tic rocks forming the Salodere and 

Hoko domes are greyish in color <-Inn porphyritic in 

character. The upper portions are made up of less 

porphyritic (phenocrysts of quartz and alkali felds

pars) greyish and only poorly devi trified rhyoli tic 

lava. Faint banding is also shown by these rocks. 

These rhyolitic domes lie wi thin the Salodere-Hoko. 

graben and only minor faulting activity has affected 

them. 

About 3 km north"lest of Abela village, just 

south of Hobicha, there is a small dome made up of 

porphyritic and banded rhyolite lava. Associated 

obsidian is also observed. 

This dome is situated on the western limit where 

the basaltic lava field ends and no clear presence of 

recent faults is evidenced. This rhyolitic extrusion 

probably belongs to the same episode of rhyolitic 

activity as that in the Salodere-Hoko area. 

2.1.2.7. Recent Obsidians 

The last products of volcanic activity in the 

studied area are represented by thick flows of 

obsidian and a few pumice and ash falls. The 

obsidians are found on the central vents of the 

rhyolitic domes discuss sed above. The largest 

volume of extrusion is from Salodere (meaDing 

"obsidian" in local language) where a conical dome 



has been built. The obsidian here is black and only 

slight amounts of phenocrysts are visibleo rfhose from 

Hoko are less porphyritic. The front parts of these 

lavas are highly vesiculated. 

The "estern part of Hoko dome is at places 

covered by layers of pumice and ash ,·/hich were pro--

bably erupted just before the topmost obsidian. Three 

distinct layers have been obs'erved, in a gully. 

The bottom layer, more than 2 m thick is made up of 

very coarse pumice fragments. A middle layer of fine 

black ash abou t ~ m thick has its upper part mixed 

with pumice fragments. The topmost layer is also 

~ m thick and consists of only coarse pumice fragments 

which become coarser uphill. The pumice cover makes 

2 
an area of about 1 km. A thin layer of less than 5 cm 

of pumice fall covers the basaltic field and spatter 

cones in some places in the neighbouring area. These 

pumice falls seem to have erupted from craters 

present between Salodere and Hoko centres (see map). 

These obsidian flows and pumice falls, judging 

from field evidence, must have been erupted very 

recently (Holocene). The Salodere obsidian flow 

has occupied a recent narrO\·/ gully and may even be 

historical (Di'Paola, personal discussion). These 

flows have not been affected by any faulting. \'leak 

traces of fumarolic activity and hot ground are 

present on top of the Hoko dome. 
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It has been observed that obsidians mark the 

last volcanic activity in many parts of the Ethiopian 

Rift Valley (Di Paola, 1972a, 1972b, 1976; Bisouard 

and Di Paola, 1977; Zanettin et al., 1978). Re

latively fresh obsidian lavas are known within the 

Wonji Fault Belt from the complex volcanic centres 

of Aluto, Fanta'Ale and Gadamsa (Gibson, 1969; 

Di Paola, 1976). 

3.2.8.c Fluvio-Lacustrine Sediments 

These sediments constitute the only non

volcanic formation and are limited 'to an area 

immediately north of Lake Abaya shore. 

These sediments consist of deposits left behind 

by Lake Abaya when it occupied a larger area and a 

higher level. The area bordering the Chokare hot 

springs is permanently water-lJgged partly due to 

continuous inflow of water from the surrounding 

springs. A small faulted block of the pumiceous 

formation above described is surrounded by this 

marshy land. The materials forming these sediments 

consist mainly of clay and silt. 

During heavy rains,. the Bilate River carries a 

considerable amount of sediments to Lake Abaya "s 

a result of which a large delta has been built at 

the inlet of the river to the lake. 

No detail laboratory study on these sediments 

has been conducted. However, they most probably 

are of fluvio-lacustrine • .,rigin. 
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2 e2·,,; R,rtlJO-lbg.iJ<!:al·-Pbsenva tions 

In 'l'able 1 arc listed the main petrographic characteristics 

of the samples collected in the studied' area. Owing to the 

difficul ty of making a complete detailed geology \"i thin the area 

represented in the geolo'gical map, no systematic sampling has 

been done. Therefore, the few available samples (some of which 

represent the same flol'1 sampled at different places and even 

more the complete lack of any chemical analysis of the volcanic 

rocks of the NW Lake Abaya area) are not sufficient to all:"" 

consistent petrological considerations. However, SOme brief 

observations, which may be utilized as a working hypothesis 

for detailed future work, can be made. 

From.Table 1 it is clear that all the examined rocks fall 

into h/o compositional groups: 

1. Basalts 

Except for their different degre~of porphyricity, 

the only significant difference that can be observed is 

the presence in samples 21C
2 

and"Humbo basal"'''' of a 

coloured and pleochroic augitic clinopyroxene which 

suggests an alkaline nature for this basaltic magma. 

On the contrary, the mineralogy of all the other 

basaltic samples suggests an olivine-tholeiite composit

ion. Unfortunately, no clear stratigraphic correlations 

between the Humbo basalt and the more recent ones is 

at present available. 
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Table 1 • Petrographic Characteristics of the NW Lake Abaya Area Volcanic Ro-::ks 

I 
Sample No. I 

i 
and Loca tion Texture i Phenocrys ts Groundmass Rock Type 

___ J~_._~. ___ _ --r --. ----- j 

Humbo, about 25 km Slightly I Labradorite Plag, olivine , Plag .. microli tes, I Basal tic lava 
I I 

outside the mapped P0rphyritic (almost completely ·1 coloured and pleo- i flow 

area to the Nlv : microcrystalline cloritised) ! chroic augitic Cpx ! 
I I! 
I I and Fe-Ti oxides I 
I i ----+---~--

21C
2 

i Porphyritic Labradori tic plag, olivine i Plag. microli tes,. II Basal tic lava 
I I . 
I ' Coloured & pleochroic . 

same locali ty as I microcrys talline and Fe-Ti oxi.des I augi tic Cpx, olivine I flow 
I. 

(Top) __ I and Fe-T~ __ .o~i:_e_s_· ____ +I _______ _ 

I Porphyritic Large labradori tic plag, Plag, microli tes, I Basal tic lava 

I same locality as I microcrystalline Olivine and Fe-Ti oxides I augitic Cpx, olivine IflOW 
I ., , , 
I 21.".: (Topmost) I 
I I 

1 2lB2 I Porphyri tic Large labradori tic (An 62) 

I same locality as ,miCrOCrystalline plag, olivine and Fe-Ti 

t 2IA:_~'li.d~l~) _ _ I oxides 

and Fe-Ti oxides 

Plag, microlites, 

augitic Cpx, olivine 

and Fe-Ti oxides 

I 
/Basaltic 

I flow 

I 
I 

lava 
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~-"----- . -~-\------

2lh 

western part of 

the major fault 

scarp bordering 

the Salodere-Hoko 

graben to the west 

Sample Noo ,. l 
- ~ i 

1_a_n_d_ .. I.:.oca tion i .. ---- Texture + Phenocrys_t:.:s~ __ _ 

i Subaphyric I Few microphenocrysts of 

I ! microcrystalline I labradoritic plag, olivine 

~ ( and Fe-Ti oxides 

I i 
. I 

, 
I , 

, '- .-~ -- .. 

Groundm.e,_s_s _______ _ 

I~icroli tes of plag, 

augi tic <:::,)X, Fe-Ti 

oxides and olivine 

~ ~ 

I 1 
I t I Rock Type! 

1 

I Basal tic I 
I I I lava flow i 
I I 
, - I 

- I 
-r 

i 

, 
L(Base) 

I 

27C Porphyri tic -(-~)f,,"-,. -:-i",m:, ~ ---I '"'"' tio 

same locality 

as 27A 
, 
I (Bottommost) 

r,7A 

I i southern part 

i of main scarp 

I 
I bordering 

I Salodere-Hoko 

graben to the west 

, (Top) 
--------

microcrystalline plag, olivine, Fe-Ti oxides I augitic Cpx, olivine I lava flow 

(vesicular) and rare augitic Cpx 

Porphyritic ! Labradoritic plag, 

microcrystalline olivine and Fe-Ti oxides 

I 
-4---~---

and Fe-Ti oxides mostly! 

i as fine dust 

I plag microli tes, _ ", '_cBasal tic 

I augitic, Cpx, olivine 

I and Fe-Ti oxides 
I 
I 

I lava 

I 

flow 

I I 
I I , I 
I , .J, ________ . ____ , __ _I 
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-1---------, !"--
I 
J Sample No 0. .l 

I I 
! ! and Loca tion +__ TexturE: 

I 27 B I Subaphric 

I same locality I microcrystalline 
I I 
~ as , 
I 

27A (Bottom) 

I 

T 
I 
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------,-----.. _-- -.. - --
II 

! ____ ?henocrysts i GroundIl!.~$. 

I 
i'Iicrophenocrysts of labrado- I Plag, microlites, 

! 
- I 

ri tic pl:ag, olivine and Fe- I' augi tic Cpx, olivine 

Ti' oy.§.des I and abundant Fe-Ti 

I 0 

I -) , , 

. f 
I 

Rock T e 

Basaltic 

lava flow 

t-
I 

--- ------t- --- -------- _____ -';~o~x~~"'d.§'.§__ __ -------ii-,--:--:--:---
I-

i. 
14 I Porphyri tic , 

i Southern part of I microcrystalline 

I Salodere-Hoko I (vesicular) 
. I I graben I . I 
! 13 : Porphyritic 

i Salodere-Hoko I microcrystalline 

I I I graben, 3 km SW I 
I from Hoko dome ~ 
\-------1--

26 

About 2 km east 

i 
hot 

\ 

i 
I 

Porphyri tic 

microcrystalline 

Large labradoritic plag., -: Plag, microli te~ -"tBasal tic 

I augitic, Cpx, olivine -,--'lava flow Iddingsitized olivine and 

Fe-Ti oxides 
I _I 

l and Fe-Ti oxides I 
I I 

. I I i- .- -- -----r-----.--- -- 0 I 
Labradorite (An, 63) plag, I Plag, microlites, 

Iddingsitized olivine and 

Fe-Ti exides 

_Labradoritic (An 67) plag 

olivine, Fe-Ti oxides and 

very rare augitic Cpx 

I augi tic Cpx, olivine _ 

I and fine grains of Fe-/ 

Ti oxides 

Plag microlites, 

augitic Cpx, olivine 

and minor Fe-Ti oxides I 

Scoriaceous 

basaltic 

lava flow 

Basal tic 

lava fl(lw 

I of ~hokare 

l:PrJongs I, , -----.-:...---------.!.-------.-_____ --'-I __ ----' 
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Sample Noo 

anq. Location 

24 

Top of Chokare 

fault 

22 

About 1 km 

west of Noo 24 

Tex~ 

Porphyri tic 

microcrystalline 

(vesicular) 

Aphyric 

I microcrystalline 

Hamassa river bed Porphyritic 

some 5 km SW of 2utaxitic 

the mapped area 

Same locali ty IPo:Ph~ritic 
as Humbo I eutaxitic 

I 
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-

Phen_ocrys ts _Gr()1!E.£m,a,s s 

Labradoritic plag, olivine 

and Fe-Ti oxides 

Alk. feldspar (anorthoclase) 

Fe-Ti oxides, rare apatite 

and zircon 

,Plag, microl 

!aUgi tic Cpx 
I 
land Fe-Ti 0) 

las fine dust 

Ipla g , mi-:~ol 
!augi tic Cpx 

tand Fe-Ti ox 
. 

ites, 

olivine 
-

ides mostly 

Ltes, 

olivine 

Ldes 

IAbundant gl ISS mostly 

I 
devitrified 

liths of si 

I 

Ivolcanl£~() 

. Some xen.,... 

.icic -
:.ks '-

Alk. feldspar (Anorthoclase) IAbundant glass partly 

alk. amphibole (Fe-Hasting- Idevitrified xenoliths 

site) and Fe-Ti oxides 

Rock Tvpe 

Basal tic 

ava flow 

Basaltic 

~ava flow 

Peralkaline 

rhyolitic 

, - gnimbri te 

feralkali 

i 
hyolitic 

-gnimbrite 

25D 

l ,----------'---------4-----

1::~:~liCiC volcanic 

I Porphri tic 

I t - t-

----------~ ------------t------------
Large alk. feldspar (anortho-1Abundant glass partly reralkali 

.it:hyoli tic same locality ~ eu -aXl lC 

as 25 A (Bottom) __ ~J __ , __ , __ _ 
clase), alk. amphibole (Fe- idevitrified, Numerous 

, 
Hastingsite) and Fe-Ti oxides ixenoliths of silicic 

I 

JVOlcaniC ~r~i~~ ________ 1_, ________ ,. 

1 , 
rgnimbri te 
! 
I 

, 

I , 
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Sample Noo 

------,-.- --'-'-1 
I, and Loca tion 

I 
Texture! 

25C I Po-rphyri tic 
i 

I same locality eutaxitic 

I as 25A (~Iiddle ) , 

I i 
I I I 

: 
25A Iporhyritic 

I 
Chokare fault \eutaXitiC 

(Top) 

l 
17 Porphyritic 

4 km N',l outside eutaxitic 

tha western limit ; , , 
I , , 

of th2 mapped araa i 
i 

along Hamassa rtiver! 

bed I 
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i 

I 
Groundma,~s_~ Rock Type ~ 

,r-------~ -.- ~ 
: 

Phenocrysts 

""roe .". '.".,.r ,.nor",o1 P.v' be"':' 
clase). Aegerineaugitic Cp~ Some xenoli 

under transformation into I silicic and 

alk. amphibole. Fe-Ti oxides volcanic rc 

glass 

ths of 

basal tic 

cks 

":" , 

Peralkali 

rhyolitic 

lignimbri te 

and apatite 

hlk. feldspar (anorthoclase) 'Iire s h brown glass. Abund~ Peralkali 

aegerineaugi tic Cpx, Fe-Ti ant xenolit hs of silicic I rhyolitic 

oxides, apatite. hlk. amphi- ; and basal ti c volcanic I ignimbri te 

bole (Fe-Hastingsite) rare rocks 

fayalitic olivine . 

hlk. feldspar (anorthoclase) I Devi trifi8c glass. Xeno-I_ Peralkali 

Alk. amphibi!:>le (Fe-Hasting- liths of pc ntelleri tic rhyolitic 

site) and quartz lavas ignimbi:ii:e 

-.-.- -,,---~ 
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I ---"-.--.------. -,- ----.---
Sample ?lIoo I 

I _ 
Gr"2."'-l}dm.a_8..s_._ jRock Type i 1 and Location Texture Phen_o_crysts ~ 

1 4 Porphyri tic Large Alk. feldspar (anortho- i , I I Southern riill of devitrified clase). Aegerine-augitic cpxi 
I , 

I Hobicha caldera Fayalitic olivine, Fe-Ti l 
I 

I oxides and apatite I 
. I 

I - ' I 
,. 20h ---t- Slightly Alk. feldspar (anorthoclase) I 

Salodere I porphyritic Alk. amphibole (Riebecki tel i Between 

and Hoko domes devitrified and quartz ! 
I 

I --_._--_.-

I 
I 
I 
I 
! 

1 i 
Alk. feldspar microli tes I Peralkali i - ,. 

and oxidized Cpxo Devit-I Rhyolitic 1 

rified glass. Strongly 

oxidized and cut by some 

secondary veins of 

quartz 

Some microlites of alk. 

feldspar, acmitic Cpx, 

alk. amphiboles (Riebec-

kite and Berkevickite) 

and quartz grains in a 

completely devitrified 

glassy groundmass con-

sisting of quartz-alk. 

feldspar intergrowth 

(sometimes showing a 

typical ~icrographic 

texture) '" 

lava 1 
I 

f ow! 

I 
i Peralkali I 

rhyolitic 

lava 
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I Sample No.' 

and Loca tion Texture Phenocrysts Ground~ass I Rock Typel 

3 Porphyritic Large alkali-feldspar (anortho-I Abundant alk. feldspar Peralkali 

(western slope hylocrystalline clase) Aegerine-augitic Cpx microlites and Cpx al- rhyolitic 

of the northern- Fayalitic olivine Iron- most completely oxidized. I lava 

most recent titanium oxides Apatite Scarce oxide grains. Rare 

domes) intenstitial glass mostly 

devitrified. Diffused 

oxidation 

6 Porphyritic Alk. feldspar (anorthoclase) 
Some elk. feldspar micro- IPeralkal:!. 

Top part of vitrophyric Aegerine-augitic Cpx., Ii tes and rare Cpx , Abulld;o. lj-rhyoli tic 

Salodere dome 'Fayali:tic Olivine, Rare 
an~ glass mostly under obsidian 

Fe-Ti oxides and apatite devitrification lava 

RV 380 Porphyritic Alk. feldspar (anorthoclase) Some alk. feldspar and Peralkali 

(western base Vitrophyric Aegerine-augitic Cpx Cpx. (aegerine-augite) rhyolitic 

of Salodere Fayalitic olivine, Rare Fe- microlites, Rare fayali- obsidian 

dome) Ti oxides -and apatite tic olivine, oxides and lava 

zircon. Abundant fresh 

glass 
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2. Peralkali Rhyolites 

Lava £10\v8 and ignimhri tes in the N\'l IJake Abaya 

area have a constant peralkali rhyolite composition. 

Silicic peralkaline rocks, as it is well known, 

characterize the Ethiopian Rift Valley allover its 

length. The mineralogy of the studied samples suggests 

a 1011 value of the peralkalinity index.· This is 

supported, especially for samples No. 6 and RV 380, by 

comparison with an identical type of rock, found in 

another active area of the Rift floor, the Tullu P10je 

area (Di Paola, 1976; Bisouard and Di Paola, 1977) 

whose chemical composition is that of a comendite with 

a very lovi peralkalini ty index (Di Paola, unpublished 

data). It is probable, therefore, that all the studied 

silicic rocks are comendites with variable peralkalinity 

index. The only exception seems to be sample 20A whose 

mineralogy suggests a higher peralkalinity so that this 

sample should fall in the pantelleritic field or at the 

limit between comendites and pantellerites, However, 

no clear stratigraphic correlations between petrographic-

311y different silicic rocks are at present available 

in the area o 

One of the most accepted mechanisms for the genesis 

of peralkaline sili~ic rocks is the fractional crystalliz-

ation of a parental mildly alkaline (olivine-tholeiite) .' 
basal tic magma. In the Ethiepian Rift Valley and in the 

Afar depression of Ethiopia, complete differentiation 
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series from transitional basaltic magmas to silicic 

peralkaline end members have been found (Barberi 

and Varet, 1970; Barberi et al., 1975 Bisouard and 

Di Paola, 1977; Brotzu et al., 1979). It has also 

been noted < Barberi et al., 1975). thalF,the less 

alkaline is the parental olivine-tholeiite, the less 

peralkaline are the end members <comendites instead of 

pantellerites). It can be concluded, therefore, as a 

\'lOrking 'hypothesis, that the NW Lake Abaya Quaternary 

volcanic activity may be the result of fractionation 

of a mildly alkaline olivine--tholeiite magma trapped 

at a relatively shallOl-I depth. The absence of coeval 

intermediate terms between the existing basalts and 

peralkali rhyolites is mos t probab'ly not real because, 

as already mentioned, a detailed geological mapping 

and a consequent systematic sampling is till lacking 

not only in the area described in this paper, but also 

in the entire area north of Lake Abaya affected by 

very recent volcanic and tectonic activity. The 

probable existence of intermediate terms in this area 

is also suggested by the presence in some of the 

studied basaltic samples, of Fe-Ti oxides phenocrysts, 

\'Ihich may suggest that at least some of these rocks 

already represent derivative liquids. Another 

indication of crystal fractionation is also given by 

the presence, in many basaltic lava flolVs, of abundant 

megaplagioclase phenocrysts. 
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Hydrothermal Nanl.festations 

The superficial evidence for the existence of geothermal 

fluids at depth is the presence of thermal springs, geysers, 

fumaroles, hot grounds, hydrothermal alterations, phreatic 

craters, etc. Their occurrence and physical character can 

give some indication of conditions at depth. 

In the investigated area, there are a number of hot 

springs and associated deposits. A geyser and a strong fumarole 

are also present. These have been well described in the UNDP 

geothermal ~/Ork (UN, 1973, pp. 60-61). Two localities of steam 

emanations have been identified. Some indications of fossil 

springs have been observed. The localities where the main mani-

festations in the region occur (see map) are: 

1. NW Lake Abaya area (springs 6, 7, 8, 10, 15, 16, 19) 

2. Salodere-Hoko area (steam v.ents and hot grounds) 

3. Hamassa River Valley (spring 17) 

4. Area along Bilate River (Prison Farm, Bilate Farm, 

Bolocho o 0 0 0) 

Only the first hlo localities are found within the studied area. 

Spring 6 is found in the southern portion of the investig-

ated area bordering the shore of the lake. It is associated 

with a weak geyser activity ~Ihich is released at about 2 m 

above the lake level suggesting that reservoir pressures 

may exceed hydrostatic. A po\~erful fumarole which can be 

identified as an uprising steam from distance, emerges from 

near the geyser. 
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There are other 4 major groups of springs represented by 

springs 8, 15, 16, 19 aligned along the Chokare fuult at 

different intervals extending for some 4 km northeastwards from 

spring 6. This tectonic line is the only place in the mapped 

area "Ihere hot spring phenomena is exhibited. This is probably 

due to the fact that this arc'a of discharge is at a 10l,er elevat

ion, relative to the surrounding areas, and therefore nearer 

t" the groundwater. This makes, it ';'asier for the groundwater 

to be discharged upwards through the fault fracture. 

Some weak fumaroles and hot grounds exist on top of Hoko 

rhyolitic dome. Whether this activity belongs to gas emanat

ions of volcanic activity or to steam produced as a result of 

separa tion from hot groundlda ter is not knO\'ln 0 However, some 

hydrothermal deposition has been observed suggesting emanat

ions from underground hot water system. 

Some 200 m north of the Salodere obsidian lava front, there are 

.b'IO spots Hhere .... 'eak steam emanations occur. These spots seem 

to be aligned along an eas t-"Iest line. The steam emana tions, 

according to local people, were much stronger some 6-7 years 

back and that a low-discharge warm spring existed. Observation' 

shmls that a small gully has been produced at one of these spots 

indicating the presence of a hot spring in the past. There is 

no trace, however, of any hydrothermal alteration products. 

There are widely distributed thermal springs in the 

vicinity of the studied area. A group of springs ocCur 

along Hamassa River bed (spring 17) some % km downstream 

from the main bridge along the Soddo-hrba Hinch road. 
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l"urther east and northeast from Chokare, thermal springs exJ.st 

along the Bilate River. These occur at Prison Farm, Bolocho, 

Bilate Farm and Bilate Tobacco Farm. Hot springs are common 

around Duguna peralkali rhyolitic centre S("lme 35 km northeast 

of Lake Abaya. According to Berhane et al., (1978) the hot 

springs all along Bilate River are of low temperature, low 

discharge types ~Ii thout deposition of sinter. Those at Bolocho 

have deposited extensive amounts of calcareous sinter and are 

probably of deeper origin. These hot springs lie along a line 

with NlsoE trend suggesting the existence of an old fault zone 

along I.hich they ascend to the surface. 

The major alteration product of hydrothermal origin is 

2 
travertine in the Chokare area ~Ihere large areas (upto 500 m ) 

are sometimes covered. Some fresh hydrothermal deposits are 

being formed from some of these hot springs. Siliceous sinter 

deposition has occurred in association ~lith spring 6. The .area 

around the geyser is a zone of oxidized products stained reddish-

brown and a small quantity of hydrothermally deposited crust of 

sulphides also exists. A "frying-pan" type of hydrothermal 

activity is present associated 1'lith spring 7. Some hydro-

thermal deposition of what looks·like siliceous sinter has 

also been observed associated with the weak fumarolic 

activity On top of Hoko rhyolitic dume • 

. lydrothermal alteration products are found in many of the 

hot springs at higher elevations indicating that the springs 

used to occupy higher positions and had a much widespre<\d 
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3. Hydrogeology 

This hydrogeological \'/ork is intended to s tucly in a 

generalized manner the recharge areas, to determine the re± 

lationship between permeable and impermeable layers and to 

study the characteristics of aquifers. 

The main part of this \'lark stems from information obtain-

ed from the works of Jovanovic and Teklegiorgis (1974), Raunet 

(1978) and material provided by Geroom (unpublished). Geo-

chemical studies performed by UN (1973), Negussie (unpublished) 

and Craig (1977)c have provided a lot of aid also. 

3.1. Climatology 

In this part on climatology only those features 

connected \oIith hydrogeology are discussed. These include 

rainfall, temperature, evapora tion and river flolo/S \·Ii thin 

the basins of Bilate and Hamassa Rivers. Attention is 

given to aquifer recharge by rainfall and seepage. The 

area of interest is located in such a position betv/een 

the basins of Bilate and Hamassa that only scanty inform-

ation is available on the above features. As a result 

discussion has been possible only in a very generalized 

mannero 

3.1.1. Rainfall 

According to Raunet (1978), the rainy season 

varies \'/i th latitude and that north of parallel 

o 
6 30' (roughly north of Lake Abaya) it is from 

July to September \'/i th a secondary peak between 
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Table 2 0 Average Monthly Rainfallo (Source: Jovanovic and Teklegiorgis (1974)} 

! I - I Attitude I 

I 
Station (m aosolc.) J F M A M J J A S 0 N .;) .....• Annual 

Soddo I I I 

1954-1966 

I ,0;0 
I 

1971-1972 22 47 94 166 162 161 277 171 113 116 59 34 1365 , , 

I Tena Bi1ate I 
i 
I 

I , 
114..7 1973 1500 - :0.2 0.0 59.7 90.7 112.8 293.6 62.8 72.5 1304 - 800 .. 

I 

Bilate I 
r' 

Farm 
i I 

11970-1973 1340 40 45 15 100 , 75 75 70 " I~ SO 

30 28 683 

I I ! 
~ Abele. I I " 

I ,15.4 t 154.41:126 08 119.91 131.6' 11971-72 I 1540 11 08 4809 83.1' 37.81. 51.2 97 02119.3 897.4 
~ ---- - '---- --- .. _ ... _- ,. ----
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ThESe! figures are not so much reJ.iabl(~ and 

great irn~gulari ty in both the distribution and 

annual total of rainfall is a characteristic 

feature ofcthe region. In general it can be 

concluded that the region receives between 700 

and l3S0 mm of rain per year. Since the 10l'ler 

regions of the Rift floor represent the local 

cold via ter sink for the precipi ta tion of the 

surrounding highlands, the movement of cold Vlater 

towards Lake Abaya area is thought to be appreciable. 

3clQ20 Temperature 

A true picture of the temperature distribut

ion cannot be presented but the trends have been 

observed to be as follows. According to Raunet 

(1978), the mean monthly minimum temperatures are 

lowest from October to January while the mean 

monthly maximum temperatures are highest from 

February to April. The annual means fall regular

ly as the altitude rises. In the Lake Abaya area 

the annual means vary between 21°_23°C while at 

an altitude of 2000 m they fall to 160 _1SoC. 

At Bililte Farm, the lowest temperature is 20.So 

in July and the highest is 24.3° in February. 

Only slight monthly variations are observed 

here \'Ihile the daily variation is S.90C in 

July and IS.20e in Harch. 



Table 3 • 

I I Station Year 

Bilate , '1.972 

Estate 
I I 

1

1973 

I I I "bela 1973 

I 
Wolaita 

, 
I , ! 1970 Soddo 

1971 

I 
1972 

I 
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o Average Daily Temperature ( C) 

Jan 0 Feb. Mar. Apro May 

23.4 23.2 23.2 122.6 22.4 

24.0 25.0 25.4 124.8 I 23.4 

22.6 24.6 25.2 - 22.7 

! 
17.8 19.4 118.0 18.0 17.2 

17.4 19.0 '119.8 17.9 17.6 

15.7 16.2 16.8 16.4 16.2 

(Source: Jovanovic and Tek1egiorgis (1974)) 

June July Aug 0 Sept. Oct. Novo Dec. 

21.6 21.4 21.4 21.8 22.4 22.5 23.4 

I 22.4 20.8 20.8 22.0 21.6 22.,2,., ,22.1 

21.6 20.0 1 19 • 6 21.0 22.2 21.4 2100 

15.8 15.0 14.4 15.6 15.8 17.0 ' 16,8 

15.4 13 .6 13.8 14.1 14.3 14.8 14.3 

14.6 13."1 13.9 14.3 14.8 14.4 - , 
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The reqion \·Jhich encompases Abaya Farm, 

Bilato Farm and J'bela has the highest mean 

temperatures and a semi~arid environment pre

vails. 'I'able 3 gives a gE!neral piCture of the 

distribution of temperatures in some areas. 

3.2. Evaporation and Evapotranspiration 

The insufficient data do not allow the determinat

ion of evaporation and evapo.transpiration in the region. 

Only estimates can be forwarded by comparison, in a very 

generalized manner, I>li th other areas having similar 

climatic patternsQ For instance, evaporation has been 

calcula ted for Zwai, 110nj i and Metehara areas (UN 1973). 

The basin under consideration can be compared to have 

similar featurE!s and similar proportional evaporation 

and evapotranspiration figures have been estimatedo 

Table 4 0 Estimated Evaporation and Evapotranspiration 

Figures 

Nean Nean 

Annual Annual 

Evaporat- Evapottans-

Station Height (m) ion (mm) p:b:ation· (mm) 

Addis Ababa 2408 1407 737 

Zwai 1625 2000 862 

l'Ionj i 1540 2227 855 

Netehara 955 2946 983 
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Estimated Figures 

Soddo 2050 1500 760 

Abela 1540 2227 855 

Bilate Farm 1340 2300 910 

Abaya Farm 1280 2400 920 

X 
!\,.,asa 1760 1754 

"(measured in 

1973)" +Jovanovic &: 

Teklegiorgis 

(1974) 

The estimated figures would be probably higher than 

the real values since mean temperatures in the studied area 

are not as high as in the areas compared and proximity to 

highland areas has a cooling effect therefore reducing 

evaporation and evapotranspiration. These comparisons 

simply sho'" the trend in the change of evaporation and 

evapotranspiration. Depending upon the characteristics 

of a given locality, it is possible that the true values 

might vary by considerable degree. 

It can be observed that an inverse relationship 

exists between evaporation and evapotranspiration on one 

hand and al ti tude on the other. Study in the LO\'ler Awash 

Valley (UN 1973) shows that belm' al ti tudes of around 

1700 m (same altitude of 2\./ai) potential evapotranspir~'ti"n 

exceeds rainfall. A similar situation can be thought to 

exist in the LQ\>ler Bilate and Hamassa River Basins. Here 
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the portions of the basins "bov(> 1 700 01 are thought to 

feed the streams \'Jhile the rains occurring in the lO\'I~ 

land regions are used for evaporation and evapotrans-

piration losses and only a small amount of \'later remains 

for infiltration. This assumption is not strictly just-

ified due to the proximity to highlands and that in real-

ity in these areas rainfall not only compensates the 

evaporation losses but considerable infiltration occurs. 

3.3. Runoff 

Runoff is determined by drainage density, relief 

characteristics and type of surface and rainfall. In the 

case of Bilate River the annual average runoff, from 

stream gauging records at Alaba Kolito has been measured 

633 
to be 351.20 x 10 01 or 11.201 /sec. (Jovanovic and Tekle 

Giorgis, 1974). Host of this \'later results from pre-

cipitation and a small amount from spring discharges. No 

runoff data is available for Hamassa River. From the para-

meters which govern the runoff (mentioned above) Harnassa 

River has a much lower runoff as compared to Bilate. 

Runoff is probably much higher on the ignimbrite 

outcrops which make the higher \'later courses of both 

Bilate and Hamassa Rivers. The tectonic features within 
, 

the basalts as the Rift floor is approached probably aid 

rapid percolation and thus runoff on them is thought to 

be small. 
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3. (. Permeabili ty of the Rocks 

The different rock units outcropping in the N\~ Lake 

Abaya area possess variable permeabilities. Those rocks 

intensely fractured by tectonic activity are highly per

meable. This applies to almost all outcrcpping rock 

units except those which are younger than the last 

tectonic activity and have not been faulted. However, 

no detail study on fracturation of rocks has been 

conducted. The loosely consolidated pumice and ash 

depJsits definitely provide a highly permeable formation, 

at least in the area studied. Contacts of individual 

lava flows are believed to provide good permeability. 

All the recent volcanic formations in the rift have 

been considered to be strongly permeable by Di Paola 

(1970). 

Volcanic rocks "Ii th variable permeabili ty are govern

ed by two con tras ting processes: hydrothermal al tera tion 

and fracturing. Tuffs and lavas locally undergo an imper

meabilization process as a result of hot fluid circul

ation (Tonani, 1970). Previous permeable areas may be 

sealed by this process depending upvn the degree of alter

ation. This process must be decreasing the permeability 

of rocks at depth. Tectonic fracturing, on the other 

hand, is believed to have increased the permeability. 

The ignimbrites which have different characteristics 

\'lith respec;t to grain shape and size, compaction and 
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\'lea thering POSSQSS variable permeahili tyo rrhese rocks 

vary from welded crystal-rich varieties containing compact 

glass fiamme to less compact and friable types containing 

a lot of ash and pumice. The primary permeability is 

affected to a great degree by tectonic fracturing as \'Iell 

as hydrothermal alteration at places. The n~t effect is 

that of increased permeability except where alteration is 

dominant. 

The alluvium and fluivio-lacustrine sediments near 

the northern shore of Lake Abaya, form an impermeable 

layer. The rhyolitic domes poorly or not affected by 

fracture are considered impermeable, On the other hand, 

the most recent obsidians are compact and not faulted 

but are intensively cracked by cooling contraction. It 

is therefore, unlikely that they fall into the imperme

able class and a~e of less importance. 

3.5. Local Recharge 

If one looks at the estimated values of potential 

evaporation and evapotranspiration which are higher than 

mean annual rainfall figures no recharge is expected to 

occur in the lowlands of Nlv Lake hbaya area. The 

si tuation is probably much better and a' small amount of 

local recharge is expected. 

The shalloY! groundl1a ter wi thin the Bilate River 

Basin follows the ignimbritic topography (which outcrops 

extensively in the upper Bilate River Basin) and becomes 
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deeper as the Rift floor is approached. A shallow 

groundwater,( 60 m depth) exists at Bilate Farm (Groom, 

unpublished) 0 In the immediate vicinity of the area of 

study no cold springs have been EnSountered. HOHever, 

there are signs of previously discharging springs of 

pr~bable shallow origin immediately north of 5alodere 

rhyoli te dome where very weakly steaming ground is no,. 

present su'ggesting that local recharge must be rather 

significant o 

A cold spring at Humbo, some 20 km NI'/ of the studied 

area, is an alkaline-earth bicarbonate type (see later) 

"'hich indicates that there is l.ocal recharge in the region 

since this type of water suggests limited interaction 

,.,i th rocks and limi ted time of residence. 

Following the method employed by Aquater (1979) 

to estimate local recharge in the Tendaho area (southern 

Afar>, the yield of' the local recharge in the vicini ty 

of the studied area can be es tima ted wi th certain assump-

tions, The surface of study area for local recharging 

comprises mainly of recent basalts and this areqis 

estimated to be roughly 1000 km
2 includi~g those areas 

further NE and 5\'1. For the basalts an infil tra tion 

coefficient of 0.3 can be assumed. Using the yearly 

average precipitation of about 750 mm in the considered 

area, ,a local recharge is obtained as follo,.s: 

1000 km
2 

x 750 mm x 0.3 8 3 
2.25 x 10 m /year 
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This amount is quite significant, The. value is a. 

reasonable one since intense faulting facilitates the 

process of recharging. This estimation on the other hand, 

simply shol'/s the trend in local recharge and does not 

actually represent the amount \·/hich infil tra tes into the 

groundwater system since many other factors have not been 

accounted for. 

3.6. Regional Recharge 

The regional pattern of the groundwater flol'/ in the 

Bilate River Basin is considered to be from north to south 

as well as from \'Iest to east towards Lake Abaya (Geroom, 

unpublished). 'As exceptions, local basins might have their 

own pattern of water circulation. Thus regional recharge 

in the NI'I Lake Abaya area comes from different sources. 

These include deep recharge from the north·, west and 

northwest mainly by infiltration of rainfall. Seepage 

recharge from Bilate and Hamassa Rivers and their tribu

taries along their courses contribute a small amount. 

A deep recharge from the east and northeast highland 

areas ("ithin the Bilate River watershed) must come 

towards the topographic sink of the rift IN/lands and 

finally to\1ards Lake Abaya area. 

A large amount of water will recharge the deep 

aquifer that outcrops as older formations in the north 

and northwest highland areas and thought to continue at 

depth in the studied area. The amount of this regional 
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recharge cannot be determined from the available data 

but it is thought to be rather considerable partly 

because rainfall in the highland areas is high. 

A tentative hydrogeologic scheme can be imagined 

where Lake Abaya is the locus of convergence of ground

water flows from several directions the main features of 

which have been discussed above. Of great importance is 

the considerable regional recharge from ,the adjoining 

highland areas and seepage through fault fractures. 

Underground >laters circulating at depth emerge along 

fault zones at least in the NW Lake Abaya area. The 

groundwater system seems to be rather extensive as 

evidenced by the distribution of thermal springs through~ 

out the region north of Lake Jlbaya. 

3.7. Implications from Isotopic Data 

The results of measurements of the isotopes of deuter

iUlP, 0-18, He-3 and He-4, and C-13 for the waters of the 

Rift Valley have already been described by Craig (1977). 

The follol'ling summarized account stems from this study. 

The deuterium and 0-18 results are summarized in 

Table 5 and Fig. 4. According to Craig (1977) the Abaya 

and Bilate Farm thermal I;aters form a relatively homo

geneous group with an identical source compos'i tion on 

the mean precipitation line at delta values of 0-18 

and D of -3, -9 respectively. 'fhis source water is 

quite distinct from the local surface drainage - the 
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Bilate and the Hamassa. R.ivers both of which lie on the 

evaporation-enrichment line at 0-18 values of about zero, 

The enriched isotopic compositions of these rivers is 

explained to be due to evaporative. effects either in 

falling precipitation during. the dry season or on the 
, 

ground. The isotopic enr~chmenb of Bilate River in the 

upstream part with respect to the dm'iDstream part 

indicates input of relatively unevaporated water in the 

middle course. 1'his unevaporated I-later must be provided 

by rivers like Garache and Bisare (Fig. 3 ) which origin-

ate from t1t. Damota area and join the Bilate in its middle 

course o 

The isotopic data indicate that the thermal wa ters 

discharged from the NW Lake Abaya area as well as those 

from Bilate area are of meteoric origin which originated 

from precipitation on the highlands to the north and 

northwesto The data also reflect that a large evapor-

ative loss \'lith respect to precipitation and inflow occurs 

in Lake Abaya (delta D = 49.6, delta 0-18 = 7.25). It can 

be observed that the hot springs in the surrounding area 

have quite different stable isotopic compositions. It 

is, therefore, concluded that none of the hot springs 

in the N\~ Lake Abaya area receive a major contribution 

of water from this lake. 
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'l'able 5. Isotopic Composition of Hot Springs and other 

Waters in Lake Abaya Area 

(Source: Craig, 1977,' p. 67) 

Sample D~siqna tion QL!!. 2::l.§. 

6 -5.7 -0.66 

7 13.3 6.06 

8 -8.7 -2.88 

10 -7.8 -2.48 

15 -9.4 -2.98 

16 -7.1 -2.90 

17 -7.3 -2.48 

Bilate River near Lo Abaya 2.2 0.14 

Bilate River at Alaba Kolit .. 8.0 0.85 

Bilate Tobacco Farm Springs -5.7 -2.17 

Hamassa River 6.2 _0.07 

Lake J\baya 49.6 7.25 

Information concerning the aquifers feeding the 

hot springs around NI'I Lake J\baya is available from 

studies of He-3 and He-4 ratio measurements. These 

ratios (Table (5 ) show that the NI,/ Abaya springs give 

values of R/RJ\ = 4.0 - 7.2 (R/R" is the corrected He 

isotope i.e. the non-atmospheric part). This has been 

interpreted (Craig, 1977) as evidence for similar geo

chemical histories or even for connection to the same 

aquifer. However, the results are not so tightly 

grouped as to suggest a common source for all the springs 



(as, for instance a value of R/RA = 3.0 ~ 0.2 found in 

Geyser Island and Bole around Lake Langano.) 

,The relatively 10\'1 ratios of He-3 and He-tl Hhich have 

a direct association with relatively recent basalts, confirm 

the result from geology that the deep aquifer does not 

have any association with recent basalts but instead with 

relatively older formations. The 10\'1 values also exclude 

the possibility of a direct connection of the aquifer vIi th 

a magmatic source immediately underneath which usually give 

high He enrichments. 

Table 6. He-3, He-4 Concentrations 

(Source: Craig, 1977, p.95). 

Fluid Phase Gas Phase 

f.----------
. Sample Designation Helium R/R -+ __ --H-e,t,_-i-u-m----_r---R/R, h 

)<I~C7g~~G79---A'-
ppm ppmS/.24 ______________ -+ ____ ~~ __ O.04S~S~ __ --__ ~----~~~~~----__+ 

6 

7 

10 

IS 

15 (NC)® 

BVTM+ 

0.0l3 

0.24 

2.0 

Mr ooC"ro,"' w"'"rl : 

0.4 

0.3 

5.3 

44 

3.3 

3.2 

6.8 

8.1 

100 

0.2 

0.95 

37.1 

+ 

0.04 

0.2 

7.1 

Ai"'r'-(_1_5_0_C_) _____ ~J---"'-._0_~ 5.24 1.0 

+ - BVTM = Bitate Virginia Tobacco Nonopoly hot springs 

non-condensible gas only (C0
2 

removed) 

+ Helium in non-condensible'gas phase = 1175 ppm 

1 It /g -6 
10 cc STP Helium per gram of '-later 

o 
Freshwa ter in equilibrium "/i th air at 15 C and 1 atmosphere 

air 

R 

pressure has Helium concentration 
4 4 

= He 3/He , RA = (He 3/He ) _ 
Al.r 

of 0.Oil55 /g. 

= 1.4 x 10-P 

4.0 

6.8 

7.2 

7.3 
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.40 Geochemis-try of 1'h(-.'!rmill Nanifestations 

4.1. Chemical ClassificCl tion of \'Ia ters 

Chemical an"lyses on welters from cold and hot springs, 

lakes and streams in the [{ift Valley have been performed 

by various people at different times. Data on hot spring 

and surface vlater geochemistry in the N\~ Lake "baya area 

is available from 5 different sources including some ,·,ater 

sampling done during the present study (Table 7). 

The various rcsul ts on the same wa ters sho\" certain 

discrepancies and lack uniformity. These differences 

seem to depend, to a large degree, on various methods and 

techniques employed in sampling, handling, preservation and 

treatment for analysis. A general tendency in the results 
, 

is sometimes shC)\'/no A decrease, for instance, in the con-

stituents of Na, HC0
3

, and Cl during a period of about 

7 years (1973-1980) is apparent, while the silica values 

of all analyses of Negussie (EIGS, unpublished) always 

appear greater than those of UNDP (1973). The latter 

could be due to the method employed, i.e. diluting 10 101 

of filtered sample with distilled water to 100 ml to c.tvoid 

polymerization of silica prior to analysis. 

Many of the figures utilized in this paper are those 

determined by Negussie (unpublished) and occasionally 

compared \·,i th those of UN (19.73). Sample designations 

of UN (1973) ,·rill be followed •. 
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Table 8~ Chemical Analyses of Surface Waters and Cold Springs 

Sources:l.UNDP (1973); 2. Geroom (unpublished) 

So=cel Sample Concentrations (ppm) 

1 Na I K Ca Mg Cl S04 HC0
3 

c0
3 

F CO
2 

Si0
2 HB02 I 

" 

" 
226 I • 

1.251 1 Lake Abaya 20 18 5 41 27 595 - ~ 7 4 73 

1 I Hamassa River i 92 17 20 7 10 10 293 24 5 - 74 -

2 Bilate River 
I 

(near L. Abaya) 55 9 15 4 13 '1 i 195 6 - - 42 .1 ! 
1 Stream north of I 

I 

Abaya turnoff 17 8 8 2 10 , ,10 "85 - 0.5 4 49 0.75 
. 

2 Dugwell at Abaya 
I 

Farm 130 18 30 12 2.7 ,17 474 - 3 1 9 0.1 

2 I Humbo Cold Spring 18 5 26 5 2 5 171 - 0.2 18 95 2 

2 ' Chericho borehole 370 26 26 14 82 18 949 - 9.4 15 62 2 

2 Womba Cold Spring 15 4 3 1 7 5 45 6 0.31 17 77 2 
i I 
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In the method of Negussie (EIGS, unpublished), hlo 

\va ter samples \-Iere collected at each site. These were 

pressure filtered through 0.45 micrometer using a hand 

pump as a pressure source. To preserve the cations in 

solution between collection and analyses time, a 250 ml . , 

filtered sample was acidified with HCl to pH 1-3. In 

the field, determinations were conducted on water temperat-

ure, pH, H2S, ammonia and the carbonate species using 

titration methods. The rest of the constituents \'Iere 

determined in the Chemical Laboratory of the ErGS. 

Figure.5 represen ts the chemis try of vla,ters in 

the N~I Lake Abaya area including hot springs, streams 

and Lake Abaya \-Iater. Some hot and cold springs from the 

surrounding region are included for comparison. The locat-

ions of these sample' 'd.l' shown in the Dlap. 

Host of the springs fall in a temperature range of 

o 
37-67 C. LOI., contents of Cl (10-81 ppm), 101., S04 

(l0-18 ppm) and 10\'1 Cl/total carbonate species are the 

characteristics. All the springs are notable for their 

high content of dissolved solids, the most abundant dis-

solved ions being Na and HC0
3

1 silica amounts to 15-20%. 

The concentrations of I1g and Ca are comparatively low. 

All the springs evolve CO
2 

and have high discharges. 

An exception to this general trend is spring 6 \-Ihich 

sho\vs unique characteris tics in chemical cons ti tuents. 
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'rhe relative ubundancGs of the major chemical con-

s ti tuents in the \·ta ters is shown in the diagram of Fig. 6. 

The waters have been classified according to the 

nature of the major dissolved salts \·thich consist of 

Na, K, 1'19, Ca, HC0
3

, SO 4 and Cl Q The classifica tion is 

based on Lang"lies-Lud\.,ig (L.L) graph (Fig. 5). The points 

on the graph do not sho\>! much scattering. Almost all the 

samples are grouped within the alkali-bicarbonate quad

rant. This dominant position on the graph defines the 

"taters. Figure 7 is a diamond-shaped diagram serving 

the same purpose as the L.L. diagram. 

Detail observation of the diagrams shoHs that 3 

groups occur depending on the chemical composition. 

1. Alkali-bicarbonate Haters of springs 8 and 15 

and those waters from Lake Abaya and Chericho 

borehole. Prison Farm springs and springs 

along the Bilate River further north fall 

\·ti thin this group. 

2. Alkali-alkaline earth-bicarbonate \Vaters of 

springs 16, 17 and 19. 

3. Alkali chloride-bicarbonate sulphate water of 

spring 6. 

Alkali-bicarbonate water is the dominant \·tater type 

in the Lakes District according to UN (1973). This type 

of \vater extends from north Lake Langano to north hbaya 

represented mostly by all high temperature springs. 
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In the N\'i Lake hbaya there seems to be a relation 

bet\1een the waters of Lake Abaya and hot springs 8 and 

10. The lake water probably mixes with these springs 

slightly recharging the underground waters. No clear 

relation is observed with springs further NE i.e. springs 

15, 16 and 19. 

The alkali chloride-bicarbonate sulphate Hater of 

spring 6 is a unique one in the area. It is not affected 

by the Lake Abaya water to any degree, though it is found 

immediately adjacent to the lake shore. 

4.2. Implications from Chemical Constituents 

4.2.1. Chloride and Boron 

The experimental works of Ellis and ~lahon 

(1964, 1967) on hot water/rock interactions show 

that Chloride and Boron (and Ammonia) ,·,hich occur 

in rocks only to minor extent are easily dis

solved at elevated temperatures. These mobile 

constituents are not incorporated easily in hydro

thermal minerals. Nahon (1970) has noted that in 

areas where high output springs occur, the highest 

C1 springs are regarded as being supplied directly 

from a deep source o 

The relatively high concentrations of Cl 

and B in spring 6 indicate that higher temperat

ure conditions prevail in the aquifer supplying 

it. The relatively lower concentrations of Cl 
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and 8 in the other springs may be due to re

la ti vely 10\'1 tempera tures in the aquifers ",i th 

\'Ihich the thermal Haters are associated or to 

a considerable dilution. Spring 16 (Cl = 81 ppm) 

must be affected less as compared to the either 

springs 0 

The Cl/8 ratio is of much significance 

since I'Ihen more than one group of values occurs 

more than one aquifer may be indicated (~lahon, 

1970; 1980)-. The Cl/B ratios for NI'l Lake Abaya 

springs is given in Table 9. 

Table· 9. Cl/B ratio in the thermal \'Ia ters 

Sample 

pesliUL~~ .6~ ____ ~8~ __ ~1~5~ ____ ~1~6 __ ~~1~7~ ____ 1~9~ 

Cl/B 58 21 19 62 3 50 

These ratios suggest that probably tHo hydro

thermal systems exist in this area. 

The presence of more than one aquifer at depth 

is further evidenced by the relationship betl'leen 

chloride concentrations and spring temperatures. 

If simple mixing is controlling the chloride 

concentration and spring temperature, a plot of 

the Cl cQncentration versus spring temperature 

should be a straight line (Hariner and l'lilley, 

1976). However, such a plot (Fig. 8 ) shOl'ls that 
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a linear relationship does not exist suggesting 

that the thermal I'mters come from different 

aquifers .. 

The content of Boric Acid is a good indicat-

ion of ~igh temperature conditions. Boric acid 

is supplied as the vapor I',hich comes from boiling 

aquifers and flows towards the surface; above 

250
0

e a considerable quantity is freed along 

with the vapor 01ahon, 1980). Spring 6 contains 

the highest concentration of this acid (15.1 ppm). 

This enrichment not only confirms a high temper-

ature hydrothermal system at depth but also 

suggests an escape of vapor from the top of the 

geothermal reservoir supplying spring 6. hmmonia 

concentration is also relatively higher (1 ppm.) 

in this spring supporting the above suggestion. 

4.2.2. Alkali Ratios 

Different alkali ratios of the thermal waters 

result from differences in temperature, mixing, 

permeability of rocks, etc .. The most important 

alkali rCltios are given in Table 10. 

Table 10. Alkali Ratios 

Sample 

No". Na!~ NalLi elL!. CJ.I.<;O 
" ··-4 Na/Ca 

6 9 217 8.9 18.5 v. high 

8 17 262 2 10.8 44 

15 18 259 1.9 10.8 51 
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Table 10 !Ilkali Ra tios Cont t st o .... 

Sample 

No. Na/K Na/Li Cl/F C1/50
4 

Na/Ca 
----

16 10 107 22 12.2 7.7 

17 6.8 - 4.1 

19 21.7 1200 1.3 11.0 61 

The low Na/K ratio of spring 6 is a confirm-

ation that it has reached the surface quite 

rapidly with negligible mixing while the rest of 

the springs have greater values showing a delay 

probably mixing with a near-surface aquifer. 

Spring 17 which has a low Na/K ratio is being 

highly diluted by Hamassa River. The high Na/Ca 

ratio is a further indication for the direct 

supply from a deeper aquifer for spring 6. Najor 

contamination, except for springs 6 and 16, is 

indicated by the Na/Li ratios. Hatios of Cl/F 

and Cl/S0
4 

in the studied thermal springs are 

in good agreement \vi th results from other con-

sti tuents in showing high temperature for spring 

6. The high ratio of spring 16 is an indication 

of comparatively less contamination '-lith "I01d 

surface watero 
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The ratio of equivalenLs of Cl to equivalents 

of HC0
3 

+ C0
3 

has been found to be very useful in 

distinguishing Haters from different aquifers. 

For Haters from a particular aquifer the equiv-

alent Cl/(HC0
3 

+ C0
3

) ratio will be distinctive, 

the value decreasing as spring temperature 

decreases (Mariner and Willey, 1976). 

Fournier and Truesdell (1970) found out that 

for the Haters in the Upper Geyser Basin, Yello"l-

stone National Park (USA), there were three 

different Cl/(HC0
3 

+ C0
3

) ratios corrosponding 

to aquifers of different temperatures, The 

highest ratio corresponded to the highest temper-

ature. 11 similar situation can be thought of 

the area under investigation. The Cl/(HC0
3 

+ 

C0
3 

ratios 'fable 11 show that hlo groups are 

present indicating the presence of two aquifers. 

Spring 6 ,·lith the highest ratio corrosponds to 

the highest temperature. Spring 16 probably 

originates from the same aquifer as spring 6 

but has been diluted by near-surface '·/ater. 

Table 11. C1/(HC03 + C0
3

) ratio in the thermal waters 

Sample 

Designatio.JL. 

1/(HC0
3

+CO ) 
". ;:·.';-']F'"'-----____ 

~UJ73t( 
Negussie 

(unpublished) 

6 8 

Q",3', 
. .-~~06l 
0.56 0.08 

15 16 17 19 

0.061 0.165 - 9Un 

0.07 0.22 0.04 0.20 

-' 
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40204. Other Ratios 

'fo emphasize on the phenomena of mixing, b'lo 

more ratios are quoted, B/Na and Na/Ca ratios. 

A constant B/Na ratio is considered to show a 

common sour.ce of hot \'later (Dominico & Samilgil, 1970). 

This ratio (Fig. 9 ) in the studied springs does 

not shol'l any regular pattern. There seems to be 

a considerable dilution by colder B-free shallO\'1 

water of the springs except that of spring 6. 

The mixing proportions between the deep hot 

\'later and the cold I'laters are also sholm by the 

, 
inverse proportionality linking Na to Ca (Fig. iQ). 

4.3. Chemical Geothermometers 

The various chemical geothermometers have been applied 

in many places for geothermal reservoir temperature eva1uat-

ion. Of the various proposed ones the silica concentrat-

ions and alkali ratios of Na/K and Na-K-Ca in the thermal 

fluid have been demonstrated to have 11idspread app1ic-

ation. The concentrations of CO
2

, methane and ammonia 

in steam discharged from fumaroles have also been used. 

4.3.1. Silica 

The dissolved silica content of thermal 

waters have been utilized by many scientists 

in many geothermal areas to estimate subsurface 

temperatures in aquifers feeding hot springs, 

Silica concentration in solution is independent 
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of other ions and pH but strongly depends on 

temperature. The water l'li th the highest silica 

content in any thermal area bears the closest 

resemblance to the deep I'/ater of that areil and 

also indicates the zone of major upflow of deep 

water (Ellis and I-lahon, 1967) 0 

In the studied area, the various hot springs 

have different silica values from the various 

analysis results (see Table 7). The differences 

in the results have serious effects on the estim-

ated temperatures. All analyses data, however, 

shaH t.hafc spd.ng fi has the highest silica content 

in the \'lhole area <0 Here a .considerable amount 

of siliceous sinter deposition is also present. 
, .... 

hccording to "hite et al .. '<19711, (Hater:> 

that deposi t sinter nearly all-lays have Si0
2 

contents of at least 240 ppm equal to a temper-

ature of lSOoC. The various analyses data on 

silica contents in Lake hbayaarea can be evaluat-

ed from thiB general observationo 

Temperatures estimated from the concentrat-

ion of silica based on curves from the ,",ark of 

Fournier and Rowe (1966) relating silica con-

tent to the temperature at which the water was 

last in equilibrium 1'Ii th quartz, are listed in 

Table 12. 
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'fable 12. Estima ted Silica Temperatures 

Sample 

Desig'lC'_tlon Silica content (j2pm) Silica Temperature (oe) 
, 

UN Negussie UN Negussie 

(1973 ) (unpublished) 

6 204 428 177 216 

8 146 167 156 159 

15 141 180 154 156 

16 116 128 142 146 

17 122 133 145 147 

19 126 133 147 147 

Two groups of temperature values are apparent 

from these es tima tions. h higher tempera ture re-

servoir of deep origin represented by spring 6 and 

a 10\ver temperature reservoir of relatively shallow-

er origin giving rise to the rest of the hot springs. 

The temperature so estimated for each spring is 

the temperature of last equilibrium and higher 

temperatures can be present. 

4.3.2. AIR~li Ratios 

4.3.2.1. Na/K 

It has been sho"m that base ex-

change of alkalis between solution and 

solid phases is temperature dependent. 

Thus indications of subsurface temper-

ature are given by alkali ratios in 
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natural geothermal waters.. Curves 

showing suggested atomic Na/K ratios 

·versus temperature are given in several 

papers. Care mus t be taken in applying 

this ratio in that it may be greatly 

affected by dilution with shallow 101'1-

temperature water. It has been also 

observed that for geothermal systems 

in l'lhich temperatures do not exceed 

180
0

C at depths of less than 300 m, 

Na/K assessed temperatures are not 

reliable, especially where Na bi-

carbonate/carbonate solutions are 

present (Mahon, 1980). 

Table 13 gives the estimated Na/K 

temperatures for the studied hot springs 

around NI'I Lake Abaya area. 

Table D.Es tima ted Na/K Tempera tures 

Sample 

Designation UN Negussie 

( 1973l. (unRublished) 

6 265 237 

8 187 167 

15 180 160 

16 220 208 

17 270' 234 

19 120· 220 • not given 

(by UN 
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As mentioned above,- the evidence 

of considerable dilution in most of the 

springs makes the estimated temperature 

values less reliable as representing 

the reservoir temperatures <> 

4.3.2.2. Na-K~Ca 

Nixing phenomena which sharply 

decreases the concentrations of dis-

solved silica, affects the cation ratios 

of Na-K-Ca less and as a result the 

cation geothermometers should produce 

aFr:: estimate nearer the true reservoir 

temperature (r·jariner and Hilley, 1976). 

It has also been observed that the 

amounts of aqueous Na and K are in

fluenced by the Ca concentration and 

that Ca should sometimes be considered. 

Fournier and Truesdell (1973) con

sidering reactions involving only 

aqueous Na, K and Ca have constructed 

a straight line curve which may serve 

as a useful referrence for geothermo

metry of many \·Jaters. The resulting 

graph is used to estimate temperatures 

of iast rock-water equilibrium. 
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Table 14 shows the temperatures 

found for the springs of NI'J Lake Abaya 

area using Na, K, and ea values from 

UN (1973) datao Estimated temperatures 

by Negussie (unpublished) are also showno 

Table 14. Estimated Temperatures Using Na-K-ea 

Sample 

Desig.na tion 

6 

8 

15 

16 

17 

19 

Estimated Temperatures (oe) 

Using UN (1973) Va.lues Negussie (unl2ublished) 
, 

p - 1/3 ~~ 4/2 ~~ 1/3 p~ 4/3 

300 947 1407 

200 210 227 380 

200 232 446 

215 165 231 321 

220 100 187 86 

190 180 218 128 

Deep temperatures using gas geothermo-

meters have been calculated by Glover 

(1976)0 Gas equilibration temperature 

for spring' 6 has given a value of 169"Co 

Craig (1977) calculated and assessed 

deep temperatures using the 0-18 differ-

ences behleen oxygen in the sulphate 

ion and in the water itselfo The 

calculated temperature for the Lake 



Table 

Sample 

Design-

ation Si0
2 

UN 

(1973) 

6 177 

8 156 

15 154 

16 142 

17 145 

19 147 
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Il.baya area is 325
0

C using the lake \'/a ter 0 

A comparison of the estimated temper-

atures using various methods is presented 

in Table 15", 

~omparison of Estimated Temperatures by Various Hethods 

Na/K Na-K:"Ca CH
4 

0-18 

Negussie UN Negussie UN Negussie Glover Cr'lig 

(unEublish- (1976 ) (1977) 

ed) 

216 

159 

156 

146 

147 

147 

265 237 300 947 169 325 

187 167 200 227 

180 160 200 232 

220 208 215 231 

270 234 220 187 

120 220 190 218 

From Table. IS it can be observed that 

temperatures estimated employing Na-K-Ca and 

0-18 methods are much higher than those 

obtained from other methods and are re-

garded to be tentative. Some figures as 

the Na-K-Ca values (of Negussie for spring 

6)are totally unacceptable and could be due 

to errors in calculation procedure o In 

many of the cases the silica and Na/K 

derived temperatures are in reasonable 

agreement o 

.. 

'--" 
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Though more definite conclusions are 

difficult to take (due to large discrepan-

cies in the obtained figures) some general-

izations can be drmm from the data. All 

methods shoH that spring 6 is associated 

Hith reservoir temperatures greater than 

o 0 
at least 169 Co A temperature of 200 C 

seems to be a reasonable value from the 

comparison of all the estimations for the 

thermal reservoir feeding this spring. 

Higher temperatures are possible. It is 

of interest to note that the deep temper-

ature found for this spring is the highest 

in the Lakes District indicated by surface 

chemistry (Mahon, 1980). The other springs 

are fed by a different and shallo\"ler re-

servoir of minimum temperature of 142o Co 

Higher temperatures are possible 

because the evidenced dilution affects the 

various constituents used for temperature 

determinations. 

4.4. Isotope Geochemistry 

hccording to Craig (1977), the only significant 

heavy oxygen shifts found in hot '-Iaters in the Lakes 

District Here on the north shores of Lake Abaya and Lake 

Langimo o Spring 6 shOl-led an oxygen-isotope shift of 

about 2,3 per mil (see Fig. 4 and Table 5) 0 This 
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result is interpreted to signify the presence of high 

temperature hydroJ;hermal reservoir in this locality if 

one assumes that the 0-18 contents of the a:juifer rocks 

for the deep hot "la ters are different from thoseepresent 

in the \'Iaters themeselves, The isotopic Hork leads to 

the conlcusion, as fOrl'larded by Craig (1977), that 

spring 6 is the only evidence for high temperature sub-

surface water reaction in the N\~ Lake ilbaya area and 

that the \'later has circulated to some depth. 

4.5. Gas Chemistry 

Gas composition depends to a large extent, on the 

temperature, and due to the high activation energy of 

H2 and CH
4 

molecules, remains unvaried under 300_400oC 

(Aquater, 1979). Steam boiling off the top of deep aquifers 

RiMy be'discharged from fumaroles· 'uno' 'aJ;'eas of steaming grol,ind. 

The composition of gas in steam discharged from the 

Abaya Fumarole \'Ihich is associated 'oJi th spring 6 is given 

by Glover (1976) and shQloIn in Table • 

Total 

CO
2 

H
2

S 

NH3 

NH 
3 

Table 16. Gas analyses IAfter Glover, 1976) 

Gas concentrations in the steam (in mM/100M) 

Abaya Fumarole 

Gas 6494 

6430 

4.29 

1.3 

(in mg/l) 1.2 

Spring 6 

n.a. (not 

analysed) 
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Gas composition expressed as percentage of gas 

CO
2 

H S 
2 

NH3 

H2 

O
2 

N2 

CH
4 

% air in 

% air in 

Excess N2 

Excess 

CO
2

/H
2

S 
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0.02 n.,a. 

0.003 

0.178 0.097 

0.432 0.33 

0.29 

Total gas 0.55 

residual gases 60.83 96.9 

(as % of total 

gas) .. 
(as % of total 

gas) 0.062 0.013 

Gas Ratios 
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0.012 

The major gas is CO
2 

\,hich contributes 99% Ylhile the 

rest make-up the residual~ Th·e origin of this gas 

(according to Craig's (1977) C-13 measurements) come 

from equal amounts oli' plant-derived CO
2 

in solids and 
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carbonate carbon, although this origin ~s doubted by 

'rhe importance of CO content can be visualized by 
2 

comparison with amounts found in explored geothermal 

fieldS. Browne and Ellis (1970) (according to I'larin"!: 

and Willey, 1976) reported tha t the lloncondensable fract-

ion of S'steam wells in the 0haki-Broadlands field con-

tained 92~95% CO
2

• Noncondensable gases from Bteam Boat, 

Springs, Nevada, (USA) contain an even larger amount 

From the variations in gas concentrations, and 

ratios between gases, Glover (1976) concluded that the 

Abaya fumarole \'las the most vigorous sampled in the Lakes 

District and the steam discharged ,·taS most likely to re-

present the deep steam composition. 

Gas ratio results indicate very high CO
2

/H
2

S ratio 

(1500) for Abaya Fumarole. This high ratio has been 

explained to result from high partial pressures of CO~ 

at deep levels in the system \'lith due alilowance to the 

\'laters und steam having undergone considerable inter .... 

action l'Ii_th rocks and/or cold meteoric water before 

reaching the points of discharge; CO
2 

partial pressures 

for th.e deep ,·tater in Abaya area has been calculated to 

be around 80 bars(Hahon, 1980). This high underground 

partial pressure of CO
2 

suggests that considerable 

calcite deposition occurs resulting in considerable 

sealing of underground reservoirs. This is especially 
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true when boiling takes place and probably explains the 

~ 

apparent absence of major discharges of boiling \olab:~r 

at the surface. 

Ranges of possible concentrattons of gases in the 

deep aquifer have been assessed for Abaya area and CO
2 

concentrations in the range between 2.5 and 3% by weight 

are thought to exist at depth (Nahon, 1980). 

The'escapes of gases are suitable for determining 

permeability since accumulation of gases is favoured in 

a high permeability zone from \"hich the gases escape 

towards the surface as a result of hydraulic uplift. In 

the case of hbaya Fumarole the high permeability zone 

coincides \'Ii th the fracture produced by the Chokare faul t. 

From the above discussion it can be concluded that 

the chemistry of the thermal \'laters in the ml Lake Abaya 

area is consistent in shO\"ing the presence of bolO aquifers 

at depth. Spring 6 represents a relatively deeper hydro-

thermal system at comparatively high temperature .,hereas 

the rest thermal springs ShQ\ol evidences of considerable 

dilution by a shallow cold groundwater and surface waters. 

Variations in chemical compositions of the'springs, 

excepting spring 6, is probably the result of reaction 

of the hot solutions \'Iith rocks at relatively shallow 

levels and various proportions of mixing ",ith near-

surface groundwater o 
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The NI'i Lake hbaya hot spring system can be thought 

of as a major liquid floI'I from the d"ep aquifer, due to 

the high concentration of non··volatile substanceso On 

the I'Ihole, a clear and important leakClge anomaly that 

can be ascribed to steam is not observed in the hot 

springso The highest values of Band NH4 <301 ppm and 

1000 pm respectively) are recorded in spring 60 'fhese 

concentrations appear to be an original feature of the 

deep "later and not a result of steam leakageo This 

further suggests that the geothermal aquifer is primar

ily a liquid flol'l, the composition of I'Ihich can be 

approximated by the chemistry of spring 60 
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50 Geoelectrical Survey Results 

Electrical methods have been successfully employed in a 

number of places for exploration for geothermal energy resources 

because of the direct relationship between fluid and rock 

temperatures on one hand,' electrical conductivity on the other 

(Keller and Rapolla, 1974). In general the resistivity of a 

rock forma tion decreases vii th increase in tempera ture 0 The 

bulk resistivity of rocks in significantly affected by the 

Presence of clay minerals which can be products of hydrothermal 

alteration especially at greater depths. 

Various methods of electrical resistivity measurement are 

employed for geothermal purposes, \~hich include horizontal 

profiling, vertical electrical sounding (VES) and dipole

dipole array (Dobrin, 1976 ). 

In the method of horizontal profiling the array of elect

rodes is moved laterally along a profile taking the electrode 

spacing fixed and the apparent resistivity is referred to the 

midpoints of the electrical line. The bodies with resistivity 

change which are located at the depth of maximum effective 

penetration of the electric current, show up as an anomaly 

on the resulting map. 

In VES, th~ center of the electric line remains fixed 

but the separation of electrodes is progressively increased. 

In a dipole-dipole survey, the current electrodes are fixed 

but the potential electrodes are moved laterally along a 

profile. 
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1'he resisti vi ty survey in the NN Lake Abaya area Vias 

carried out by EIGS. Ttl" available data has been interpreted 

by Jihad (1980) •. Resistivi ty surveys using horizontal profil-

ing, VES and dipole·-dipole array methods were employed. 

'According to Jihad (1980) the horizontal mapping covered 

10 lines of total 52 km length and covered an area of about 

2 
40 km. A fixed current spread of A3/2 = 1000 m was employed. 

Only a single VES was done to effective depth of 1500 metres. 

The dipole,..dipole array survey used dipole length (a) of 500 

metres Vlith N values from 2 to 7 thus making the maximum 

distance between the centres of electrodes equal to (Na) 3.5 km, 

Only 5 lines were performed, none of which >JaS complete. 

5.1. Horizontal PrOfiling 

The result of the Schlumberger apparent resistivity 

map is shown in Figure 11. A closer look at this map 

shows tha t there are hlo areas of 10\'1 resis ti vi ty defined 

by apparent reSistivity values of <:.5 ohm-meter. One of 

this areas is found along the Chokare fault. This zone 

has an extension of about 6 km in NNE direction. It is 

about 300 m wide in its northern part but much wider in 

the southern portion with a >/idth of more than 2 km. 

The southern limit extends into Lake Abaya. 

A second area of 10Vi resistivity ( < 5' ohm-meter) is 

loca ted just east o'f Abela village. The size of this 

zone is not well delineated due to insufficient data. 

It extends further northwards as shol'm by the open 

contourso 
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502. Dipole-Dipoh' Resul ts 

Thls survey depicts more the electrical structure 

in two-dimensions, lateral and vertical extension \'/hen 

the data are plotted on plSeudo-.o<3ctions as performed by 

Jihad (1980). These sections are shO\m in Figs. 12a .. 12e 

at 1/15,000 scale. 

The pseudo-sections show that 10\'1 resistivity area 

extends to depths bet\"leen 500 to 1000 mapproximately. 

Although the data are incomplete an attempt is done to 

outline the size and shape of the 10\'/ resis ti vi ty zone 0 

This is shO\'/n in Fig. 13 \"Ihich sho\<,s the 10\" resis ti vi ty 

zone (5 ohm-m).· The result from horizontal profiling 

is also sho\m for comparison. It is observed that an 

east-\"Iest extension of about 2.5 km is apparent. The 

length in the north-south direction is not kno\m since 

it extends in both north and south directions. A size 

not less than 6 km is indicated. 

5.3. Vertical Electrical Sounding (VES) 

From data obtained on the single YES conducted north 

of spring 16, near the base of Chokare fault scarp, 

Jihad (1980) has constructed a curve of apparent resist

ivity versus spacing AB/2. This curve is shown in Fig. 14 

Eventhough the. curve is a complex one, an attempt has 

been done to present a general model from this curve 

using theoretical master curves. 
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young basaltic flows and the deposits of pumice and 

ash \'Ihieh show no hydrothermal a1 teration. The second 

layer corrosponds nicely to the Chokare ignimbri tes', 

eventhough, the thickness of this fvrmation is unknOlm. 

Underlying the Chokare ignimbrites a formation 

consisting of ignimbrites (and basalts) of Pliocene age 

is expected to be present •. This formation together \vi th 

the bottom portion of the Chokare ignimbrites can repre-

sent electric layer 3 0 

Underlying the ignimbrites and basalts constituting 

layer 3, we expect to find Tertiary trap series mainly 

constituted by basalts with intercalations of ignimbrite 

and minor rhyolitic lavas. The presence of basal'tic .. 

rocks at a shallo",er depth is evidenced from xenoliths 

in Chokare ignimbrites. These rocks, the exact success-

ion of "hich is unkno\'m, are considered to constitute 

the last three layers. The variations in resistivity 

within these rocks results most probably from contained 

fluids (at probable higher temperatures) as ",ell as the 

effect of altered products. 

The relatively higher resistivity of electric layer 

4 might be explained by tHo possible alternatives. The 

first possibility is that the uppermost part of the 
, 

Tertiary trap series is constituted of deeply ",eathered 

and altered zone \"hich represents a possible short time 

gap before the onset of the Plio-Quaternary volcanic 

·activity. ilnotherposSibility is that the higher 
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resistivity results from a zone of alteration ",ithin 

the same rock formation constituting the deep re

servoir. This possibility has the dra",back that such 

a layer would have given a .10l·ler resistivity value 

than that obtained. Hmlever, the absence of hot fluids 

can comparatively raise the resistivity value here. 

The resistive substratum found at depths of 1300 m 

is probably constituted by the same Tertiary trap series 

formations. The absence of Vlater and hydrothermally 

altered products together with possibly low permeability 

must be governing the very high resistivity measured. 
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6. Preliminary Geothermal Nodel 

The basic objective in any geothermal exploration \'Iork is 

the defini U.on of a geothermal model l'/hich expresses the funda

mental conditions of a geothermal field. These conditions 

consist of the heat source, the reservoir and the caproqc. 

6 0 10 Heat Source 

It is accepted, from both geological and geophysical 

'evidence, that attenuated crust underlies the Ethiopian 

Rift, '.'lhere in the gro\'ling gaps volcanic acti vi ty strongly 

dominateo 

Searle and Gouin (1971), from seismic evidence that 

the Sn phase is attenuated over parts of the East hfrican 

system to the south-west, conclude that there is a very 

broad region of 101'1 velocity upper mantle centred on the 

Afar triple junction and wedging out away from the rifts. 

The upper mantle in this region is presumed to be at 

higher temperatures, implying a higher than average heat 

flo\'l. Ruegg (1974), from seismic results, has found that 

the upper mantle in the Djibouti region is characterized 

by anomalously 1011 velocities similar to those found in 

the axial zones of the world rift system. Such anomalous 

10l~ velocities in the nel'/ly created lithosphere have been 

explaJ.ned by the presence of partially melted materials. 

Girdler (1977) giv~s a possible interpretation of 

the overall gravity anomaly over ~ast Africa. This 

interpretation (Fig.16) shows thinning of the lithosphere 
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benea th the It'ift floor in Kenya. 

Further detaih,d investigation of geophysical 

interpretation in the south Kenya Rift (Baker et al., 

1977) sho\'ls the presence of a zone of hot, partially 

molten mantle under the Rift l'Iith emplacement of basic 

intrusive rocks in the crust \1hich are present in intra

crustal chambers at not a great. depth. 

From plate tectonics analysis, Le Pichon and Franch

teau (1978) have indicated that a relative motion of about 

30 km across the Ethiopian Rift has occurred in a NNW 

direction. This conclusion is sUbstantiated by geodetic 

measu,rements conducted by 110hr et al., (1978) \1ho showed 

that small amounts of movements of the order of 5 mm/yr 

is oq:urring at present \'Iithin the most active part of 

the Rifto Lateral spreading, eventhough very small, is 

thus in progress. In conclusion and as already dis

cussed, all geological, magma to logical and geophysical 

data indicate the Ethiopian Rift Valley as the site of 

important continental crust attenuation and the Afar 

Depression as'an embryonic oceanic spreading region. 

As observed in other areas, oceanic spreading axes 

and active continental rift areas are associated with 

higher heat flo\'l than normal as a result of upwelling 

mantle material. From these considerations the Rift 

in Ethiopia is expected to sho\'1 higher heat flo\1 than 

the surrounding plateau areas. The abundance of young 
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silicic rocks of peralkali rhyolitic magma observed with

in the Rift, both as central volcanoes and as fissure 

products, are mainly distributed within the active central 

partQ tllhis recent volcanism assures immense thermal energy 

resources. Eventhough a lot of argument still prevails as 

to the mechanism of origin of these rocks, fractional 

crystallization of a transitional basaltic magma seems to 

be the likely origin of at least most of these rocks. 

It is presumed from these considerations that magma 

chambers \"hich feed these lavas exist within the crust 

probably at a relatively shallow depth (less than 10 km). 

These magma chambers together with the anomalously high 

heat flow in the Rift is believed to be the source of 

heat for the hot springs which are widely distributed 

all along the Ethiopian Rift. It is important to note 

that thermal springs in the Rift are in most of the cases 

associated \'Ii th acidic volcanism clearly indicating that 

the heat origin is naturally related to magmas which are 

responsible for the generation of the recent silicic 

products. 

Any\"ay, the presence of magma tic heat sources 

located at relatively shallow depth in many areas of the 

Rift system of Ethiopia is nQloI widely accepted. \Yhat is 

important to understand is the relative importance of 

the different heat sources Rnd their most probable 

location and distribution within those areas already 

selected for geothermal research. 
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In the case of the oren north of Lake itb;:lya, the 

hea t source can have tVlO possible meanings 0 

The first possibility is that the Quaternary tecto

nic activity in this area was such that the subcrustal 

magma rose very fast through deep and narro\'l fissures 

. "Ii thout stopping at shallo," depth to undergo crystal 

fractionation. The only, but very localized, exception 

to this mechanism should be represented by the Holocene 

Salodere-Hoko peralkali rhyolitic lava domes. In this 

case the only thermal supply of the hot springs along 

the Chokare fault \'Iould be represented by a rather small 

silicic magma body at present under cooling beneatt.ls the 

Salodere-Hoko domes. A possible minor contribution of 

heat could be provided by the central silicic volcano 

Duguna located about 35 km to the NE which "Ias in activ

ity until at least 0.4 m.y. ago (Bigassi et al., 1979) 

and at present in a fumarolic stage. The heat source 

does not need to be directly beneath the thermal manifest

ations. The groundwater from the recharge areas as it 

travels through the thermally anomalous zone is heated 

up and later comes out at the discharge area. In this 

assumption the heat source eventhough not negligible, 

should be regarded more as of local than as of regional 

importance o 

1'he second possibility is that the Quaternary 

tectonic activity in thi.s area ''ias such that great 
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qUiJ.ntity of subcrustal magma were tr.apped at: relativc~ly 

shallo\·J depth in many segments of the area north of Lake 

Abaya. The basaltic magma therefore had 'large possibil-

ities of producing a much greater volume of different-

iated products and not only those nO\'J represented by the 

Salodere-Hoko silicic domes. In this case the heat 

storage ilt shallow depth should not be represented only 

by the presently cooling silicic magma beneath the 

Salodere-Hoko domes,. but by a much greater voluue of 

magma widely distributed and not necessarily extremely 

silicic. In this assumption, the magmatic heat source in 

the N\'/ Lake hbaya area should have, defini tely,. a great 

regional importance. 

At present it is not possible, due to the lack of 

sufficient data, to make a sharp choice betl1een these 

t'iIO possibilities" Ho\.,ever, there are some indications 

I1hich point towards the second possibility. 

a) hs already mentioned, there are other .important 

thermal manifestations located to the east and 

NE of the Chokare fault (Prison Farm Springs, 

Bolocho Springs, springs widely distributed 

along Bilate Ri v.er· ...... ) which are unlikely 

to be fed by a unique and relatively small 

heat source as the one localized beneath 

the Salodere-Hoko domes. 
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b) The occurrence of faul ted-til ted blocks vii thin 

the area suggcosts thco possibility of important 

tectonic traps at depth where magma may have 

stopped to undergo differentiation. 

c) As already discussed, there are some, eventhough 

insufficient, petrographic evidences which may 

suggest the existence in the \·,hole area north 

of Lake Abaya of rather important volumes of 

intermediate rocks which might confirm the 

existence of a magma chamber of regional extent. 

The second possible meaning of the heat source in 

the area north of Lake hbaya is, therefore, favored in 

the present study. This could be definitely proved only 

if a detailed future \'Iork will be done at least accord

ing to the suggestions that \·,ill be specified later. 

6~22p The Reservoir 

The large number of thermal areas in the Rift and 

the high temperatures of the thermal \'Iaters issued, are 

both indications of a considerable flo\'l of groundwater 

through the lower parts of the Rift volcanic series. 

In. the NI'I Lake hbaya area, the existence of one or more 

aquifers at depth is indicated by the escapes of thermal 

fluids occurring along the Chokare fault and in the 

vicinity of Salodere and Hoko rhyolitic domes. Similar 

indica'tions occur at localized places north of Lake 

Abaya along Bilate River, as \'Iell as along Hamassa 

River to the south. 
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The near<·surface rocks include rhyolitic domes, 

basaltic flows with interbeded scoriaceous layers, pumice 

and ash deposits and ignimbrites. It appears that these 

rocks, some of which have been hydrothermally altered, do 

not possess high permeability and as a result do not 

constitute a high temperature geothermal reservoir. Thus 

any significant geothermal resource in the area should be 

in the underlying rocks. The most appropriate formations 

Hould be the Tertiary ignimbrites and basalts of consider

able thicknesses for deep-seated aquifers. Xenoliths of 

basic fragments in the Chokare ignimbrites indicate the 

presence of basaltic rocks at a relatively shallow depth 

underlying the near-surface rocks. 

The pattern and distribution of recent fracturing 

suggests that secondary permeability due to tectonism 

must have increased the bulk permeability of the underly~' 

ing rocks 0 It is at the same time believed (lsi ta y 

Septien, 1970) that even low permeability formations, 

provided they have large thicknesses, can be suited 

for geothermal exploitatron. 

In many explored geothermal fields, the rocks making 

the permeable deep aquifers are of various lithologic 

types rangilg from primarily impervious compact rocks 

through medium permeable to highly permeable formations. 

At Larderello (Itaiy); Mesozoic evaporitic formation 

constitutes the aquifer (I'farinelli, 1969). In the 

Geysers (California, USA) the aquifer is made up of 
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graYHacke, serpentinite and basalt, Hhereas in Iceland 

the aquifer is a fractured basalt (Ellis, 1967). 

Hith the above considerations, the presence of 

potential aqui.fers in the NH Lake hbaya area cannot be 

doubted. HOHever, Hi thout deep geologic sections, it 

remains to be a mere speculation to discuss on definite 

formations suitable for reservoir storage at depth. 

A number of evidences suggest the presence of more 

than one aquifer in the studied arcea. Firstly, as mentlon

ed above, all the hot springs in NI1 Lakce Abaya area occur 

along the Chokare fault. The springs along the Bila te 

River seem to be controlled by an older lineament of 

NlSoE direction (Hochsteih, 1980) later covered by younger 

volcanic products. This suggests that major fractures are 

acting as conduits for fluids from some deeper zone. 

Secondly, the springs yield hlo groups of geochemically 

derived temperatures and have non-identical chloride

boron ratios implying that the springs are not tapping 

a slngle aqulfer. The isotopic data \-Ihich shows an 

important oxygen shift for spring 6 (not for other springs) 

is another evidence suggesting that at least t\'lO aquifers 

exist at depth. Finally, the preliminary geoelectric 

resul t leads to a model 1'Ii th tHO aquifers. The shallol. 

101-1 resistivity zone probably represents a near-surface 

groundwater system. This system is probably heated by 

fluids from the deeper hot reservoir. This aquifer can 

be utilized for water supply and possible irrigation 
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purposes, but is of no importunce from the geothermal 

uspect. 

J\ conclusive interpretation of the geoelectric 

resul ts cannot be made until more detailed \'lOrk is per

formed. It can, hO\,lever, be considered, that the 10V/

resistivity zones outlined in the NI'l Lake Abaya area re

sult from the effects of both hot \'later contained in the 

rocks and hydrothermally al tered rocks at depth. Even

though the clay minerals "Ihich are products of hydrothermal 

alteration of various rock minerals are sometimes in large 

contents as observed in cores from some geothermal regions, 

the effect of hydrated thermal alteration products on the 

electrical resistivities of rocks must not be overemphasiz

ed. It is thought that hot and mineralized fluids have a 

much more dominant effect on the observed 10\'1 resistivit

ies in the NW Lake Abaya area o 

6.3. The Problem of the Cover 

Concerning the cover for the geothermal reservoir at 

depth, rocks of 10\01 permeability of primary origin like 

the fluvioli\lcustrine sediments (of limited aerial extent) 

and possibly the crystal-rich compact ignimbrite unit of 

the Chokare ignimbrite formation, are thought to act as 

cover formations to a minor degree. Interbeds of silt

stones and claystones are reported to be present in 

volcano-sedimentary formation V/hich extends outside the 

area of study (Berhane et al. '. 1978). The presence of 
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such interbeds \'11 thin the pumice and ash depost ts even·~ 

though not indi'cated, is not excluded at places especial

ly north-east of Chokare. The presence of clay and silt 

layers is also possible at some place at depth beneath the 

Chokare ignimbrite formation. Such units Hould constitute 

part of a potential cover at places if the layers are 

thick and continuous. The absence of thermal manifestations 

of larger aerial extent is an indication of the presence of 

some sort of cover at depth which impedes the escape of 

thermal fluids and heat, eventhough, such a cover form

ation cannot be determined from surface geology. 

Hore important for the problem of the cover, is the 

process of hydrothermal al tera tion wi thin the rocks \-Ihich 

can result in self-sealing mechanism at depth. This process 

produces insulating cap of low permeability clays. The' 

high CO2 content causes precipitation of carbonates in 

the overlying rocks. Higher temperatures have also re

sulted, at places, in the precipitation of silica. Such 

phenomena of the prolonged effects of thermal activity 

resulting in secondary impermeability has been observed 

to produce effective cover in the geothermal fields of 

the Geysers in USA, and Otake in Japan (Ellis, 1967) 

and this process has been largely discussed and emphasiz-

ed by l1arinelli (1977). 

It has been touched earlier that 10\'1 resistivity 

anomalies at depth result, to a large degree, from the 

, 
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effect of hydrothermally altered products. hn imper

m.?able hot'izon of corslderable thickness can thus form 

above the reservoir where circulation of fluids occurs 0 

It is proposed that the higher resistivity layer (layer 

4, Fig. D) "'hich overlies the deeper low resistivity 

layer represents a substantial cover fo" the convective 

loss of fluids and heat from the deep reservoir. 

The effect of self-sealing also affects fault fract>- ~ 

ures which otherwise are highly permeable. It is only 

along faults \'Ihere rene"lal of activity is evidenced that 

this phenomel10n is decreased and thermal manifes ta tions are 

encountered, as in the case of the Chokare fault. Even 

here it is observed that self-sealing has occurred in 

previous outlets "'hich are no more discharging fluids. 

Therefore, the problem of the cover formation 

"hich is lacking in the near--surface rocks is provided 

qui te evidently by 10\-/ permeabili ty hydrothermally altered 

layer having a probable thickness of about 200 m; over

lying the deep reservoir. 
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7. Canclusians and Recommendations 

Eventhough still insufficient, all the available data 

collected and described in the present study indicate that the 

NVI Lake Abaya area has all the necessary characteristics for 

the existence of an exploitable geothermal field of high 

enthalpy. The most promising portion of this area, at least 

on the basis of the presently available data, extends for about 

8 km from the NI1 shore of the lake and it covers an area 

estimated in about 45 km 2 • A reservoir system "lith an estimated 

temperature of 2000 C and probably higher seems to exist .at a 

depth comprised betNeen 700 and 1300 m. The general structural, 

volcanological and hydrogeological pattern of this area suggests 

that both the magmatic heat source and the groundNater circul-

ation supplying the reservoir, might be of great regional 

importance 0 

As indicated by a vertical electrical sounding, the top 

of the reservoir should be covered by an impermeable layer 

" about 200 m. thick formed either by direct hydrothermal alteration 

or by ancient climatic Neathering of the scoriaceous and/or other 

possible interbeded pyroclastic layers ~Iithin the Tertiary basaltic 

trap series,. or by both. 

The different physico-chemical characteristics of the hot 

springs found al'~ng the Chokare fault, probably reflect 

different degrees of mixing betl-Ieen deep high temperature 

fluids and a surfacial \'later table whose. existence is suggested 
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by electrical resistivity, to be at a depth of about 200 m. 

Among all these thermal manifestiations, only spring 6 reflects 

a direct origin from a deep geothermal reservoir. Since this 

spring is only some hundred metres away from all the others, 

its peculiar uncont~minated character could be better under

stood if the existence of an important discontinuity of prob

able tectonic origin located at a certain depth, is postulated. 

Such a discontinuity could be represented by a vertical fracture 

with a transverse trend (approx. NW-SE) relative to that of the 

Chokare fault (NNE-SSW) and not visible on surface either as 

a tectonic line or as an alignment of thermal manifestations 

because covered by the recent impermeable volcanic products. 

Through this fracture at depth and through the Chokare fault 

near the top part the fluids coming from the deep geothermal 

reservoir could reach the surface fast and uncontaminated 

(spring 6), ,·,hile another portion of the same fluids could 

infiltrate horizontally into the surficial aquifer, therefore, 

reaching the surface, still along the Chokare fault but after 

more complicated paths and sho,.ing different degrees of 

contamination (all the other springs). The results of the 

dipole-dipole survey seem to confirm the existence of such 

transverse structure belo\'! the surface (see Fig.13) in the 

vicinity of spring 6 and possibly coinciding with it. 

The present conclusions must be considered as preliminary 

because for a complete understanding of the geothermal system 

in this area, further detailed investigations are neeeded. 

These should include the fo11N/ing: 

\ 
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1. Geology and volcanology. Ii detai led photoCjeological 

interpretation Vlith emphasis on the different volcano

logical and structural features should be done followed 

by a detailed field ",ark. This should allol'l qui te 

accurate stratigraphic correlations and appropriate 

sampling of all the possible different cooling units 

as well as the xenoliths found l'Ii thin all the pyro

clastic formations. All the above refers not only t.) 

the area descd.bed in the present study but to the 

entire area north of Lake Abaya affected by Quatern

ary tectonic and volcanic activity. hdditional 

fieldVlork mainly for stratigraphic correlations and 

sampling for possible radiometric dating should also 

be done outside the area especially to the l'Iest and 

to the N\'l. 

2. Petrology. Chemical analysis for major and trace 

elements should be performed on all representative 

samples selected on petrographic basis. This should 

give a clear picture of the mutual relations betl'leen 

magmatic evolution and tectonic movements in this part 

of the Ethiopian Rift in order to establish the real 

importance of the heat source in this area. 

3. HydroCjeologyo Detailed geological,investigations 

should be undertaken especially within the areas of 

the Bilate and Hamassa river basion. This should 

allo,", a better understandinCj of the amount and 
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mechanism of regional and local recharge as Hell as 

the groundl'Ja ter circulation pa t tern. 

4. Geochemistry. Compliments of water and gas sampling 

for geochemical analyses are absolutely necessary on 

all the known surface manifes ta tions incl uding the 

steaming grounds in the Salodere-Hoko domes area, 

never collected before. There are, in fact, quite 

important discrepancies among the existing geochemical 

.data performed by the different operators. The import-

ance of having reliable geochemical data is beyond 

any discussiono 

5. Geophysics. It is absolutely necessary to extend the 

electd.cal resistivity survey 11i th a convenient number 

of vertical electrical soundings (VES) to"ards the 

Salodere-Hoko domes area as I'Jell as in the Chokare 

fault area and in particular in the vicinity of spring 

6. Together with this, magnetometry and gravimetry 

could contribute to get the necessary clear picture 

of the extension and geometry of the geothermal 

reservoir at depth. On the basis of the results 

obtained mainly from points I and 2, the geophysical 

survey could also be extended to areas other than 

that comprised between the Chokare fault and the 

Salodere-Hoko domes. 
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6. Drilling. A convenient number of shallow bore holes 

adequately scattered could be drilled in order to get 

informations on the near-surface stratigraphy, litho

logy and petrography, groundl"ater geochemistry and 

piezometry and on the geothermal gradient of the 

II/hole area" 

Only wi th the above mul tidisciplinary I-lOrk 

conveniently coordinated and performed according to 

an adequate time schedule, it will be possible to 

establish a definite geothermal model for the whole 

area north of Lake Abaya and in particular for its 

northwestern portion. Only in such a I'/ay it will be 

possible to indicate the precise drilling sites for 

deep geothermal production wells and their depth, 

in order to consistently decrease the risk of un

success and consequently to recover the maximum 

benefit from the investments the Ethiopian Government 

should necessarily employ for exploitation of this 

natural resource "/hich is essential for the socio

economic development of the country in the near future. 
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